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GEOGRAPHY AND MISSION 
AGRICULTURE* 
By ]AMES D. BLICK 
Mission agriculture in Alta California from 1769 until the 183o's is clearly a 
product of the geography of that era. As the Friars moved northward by land 
they were able to carry only limited supplies with them from Baja California. 
Ships were utilized and, until 1772, brought most of the food consumed at 
the missions. 1 The distance was great and the difficulties and expense of ship-
ping monumental. Native foodstuffs were insufficient to support large seden-
tary populations. Clearly, the missions were going to have to produce their 
own food. 
As the Fathers established new missions certain physical factors were 
sought out. These included available construction materials such as stone and 
wood, land with a fertile soil and a gentle slope for-irrigation, and water. 
It was the latter that, probably, was of greatest importance. The climate 
about most missions may be considered subhumid and classified as "Mediter-
ranean." The average annual precipitation ranges from 9.90 inches at San 
Diego to 28.1 I inches at Sonoma with an average of approximately 17 inches. 
Not only is the amount low but so is its dependability. Below average 
precipitation occurred in more than half of the years. Santa Barbara with 
an average of 18.o4 inches per year may be regarded as typical. Of 63 years 
of record, 39 were below normal. During this period as little as 6.68 and as 
much as 43.2 3 inches occurred. In addition, precipitation during the six 
months of summer, April through September (the normal growing season), 
amounts to only 9 to 1 3 per cent of that for the year. 2 Irrigation was an 
absolute necessity for the maintenance of the missions on a self-sufficient 
basis. The water utilized was that of streams permanently flowing from the 
forest and chapparal-covered slopes near each of the missions. 
Fortunately, the climate of California was like that of Spain, from which 
many of the Fathers had come. They were familiar with its vicissitudes and 
its crops. They understood the need for irrigation and knew how to go about 
it. In most cases a dam was constructed to establish a reservoir. A small open 
aqueduct led water to the fields which had been planned with irrigation 
in mind. 
A wide variety of crops was planted by the missionaries. 3 Some were the 
same as those grown in Spain; some were Mexican; others were of a different 
origin. Most of the missions grew the staples of wheat, barley, corn, beans, 
and grapes (for wine and brandy). The most frequently grown tree crops 
were pears and olives. Figs, apples, apricots, and peaches were also found in 
"The author, Dr. James D. Blick, Associate Professor of Geography and Geology at 
the University of the Pacific, holds an A.M. ( 1947) and a Ph.D. ( 1950) from the Uni-
versity of California at Los Angeles. Four generations of his family have lived in Cali-
fornia. His special interests are travel and the California Missions. 
Continued on page 38 
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PRIN CESS EUGENIE 
THE EMPRESS EUGENIE AND THE 
WAR IN MEXICO, I86I-I867 
PART I 
By vVrLLIAM LAWRENCE SHAvV 
"What a lot of cannon shots it will take to set up an Emperor in Mexico." 1 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Various causes led to the invasion of the Republic of 1\llexico by the Imperial 
Forces of Napoleon III during the years I86z to I867. A major factor was 
the influence of the Empress Eugenie, the Imperial Consort of Emperor 
Napoleon III. Ambitious for the extension of the influence of the Bonaparte 
Dynasty, animated by a distrust and fear of the United States of America, 
influenced by the intrigues of Mexican emigres in Paris and Vienna, Eugenie 
encouraged and propelled Louis Napoleon in his war of conquest in Mexico 
in behalf of the Archduke Maximilian of Austria. In this writing, we shall 
seek to interpret the personality and aims of the Empress which culminated 
in the French withdrawal in I 867 and the execution of Maximilian at Quere-
taro in the same year. 
II. THE FoRMATIVE YEARS 
"Comme elle est belle."2 
The Empress Eugenie was born Eugenia de Guzman de 1\llontijo at Gra-
nada, Spain, in I 8 z6 . Dofia Eugenia stemmed from a noble family, and enjoyed 
in her own right the titles of Countess de Teba and Marchioness de Moya. 
After I 8 34, she lived in Paris where she was educated at the Convent of the 
Sacre-Coeur. In I 8 5 I, Eugenia appeared in Parisian society and was soon 
noticed by Louis Napoleon. 3 
After the conversion of France from the Second Republic to the Second 
Empire by Louis Napoleon in I 8sz, the new Emperor gave his official recep-
tion on New Years Day, I853, and the Countess de Montijo brought her 
daughter, Eugenia. On January I 5, I 8 53, a formal proposal of marriage was 
presented to the Countess from Napoleon in which the Emperor sought the 
hand of the beautiful Eugenia. 4 
The marriage ceremonies took place on January 25, I853, at the Elysee. 5 
An heir, the Prince Imperial, was born to the royal couple on March I 5, I 8 56.6 
In I 8 55, Napoleon and Eugenie made a visit of state to England where they 
were the guests of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert. 7 Eugenie gratified her 
hosts by her nicely discriminating attitude and her obvious efforts to please. 
Fostered at least in part by this contact, Eugenie was enthusiastic throughout 
her lifetime for things English. 
WILLIAM LAWRENCE SHAW is a lieutenant colonel in the California (Army) National 
Guard and is the Chairman of the California Civil vVar Centennial Commission. 
A graduate of Stanford University and Law School, he is a Deputy Attorney General 
of California and a member of the Staff of the Adjutant General of California. 
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In I858, there occurred a narrow brush with death when Eugenie and 
Napoleon escaped injury during the Orsini bomb attempt. Eugenie pre-
served an outward calmness during and immediately after the explosion and 
impressed her retinue with her personal courage in the face of danger.8 
Napoleon was fickle in his relations with women and Eugenie soon learned 
that she could not expect fidelity from her imperial mate. The dalliances of 
Napoleon were many and varied. Eugenie gave no outward sign to the court 
of her growing discomfiture but began to turn her attentions to affairs of 
state which served somevvhat as a means of escapism from the reality of 
Napoleon's liasons passageres.n 
Eugenie tended to surround herself with foreign-born ladies who were her 
closest confidantes and intimates.' 0 Linked to an unfaithful husband, Eugenie 
found her natural outlet in a growing interest and participation in the gov-
ernment of the Empire. She became a female politician which of necessity was 
a new role for her. 11 She had the patience to peruse lengthy documents and 
became well informed on many diverse parliamentary topics. 1 2 As time went 
on, the Empress gained her own party and her personal adherents who gave 
at least lip service to her viewpoints. ' 3 
During the war in Italy in I 8 59, Napoleon by letters-patent filed in Paris, 
decreed that Eugenie was Regent during his absence abroad with the army. 
Eugenic showed marked ability as Regent during this period.' 4 The Empress 
had opposed the Italian war as it probably would lead to a diminishment of 
the temporal power of the Papacy. Like Henry IV and Cardinal Richelieu, 
Eugenic favored a policy of surrounding France with weaker or dismem-
bered states and not with strong powers confronting France at her frontiers.'" 
There was considerable practical wisdom in this viewpoint as the events of 
I 870 indicated. During the absence of Napoleon, Eugenie would prepare and 
forward to him her written impressions of current events of state and her 
estimate of public opinion on the topics of the day.' 6 
In later years, Eugenie stated: "It was in I 8 59 that I first intervened in the 
machinery of government." 17 In any event, the influence of Eugenic grew 
more dominating after I 8 59 until it literally extended to all sections and 
outlets of government. ' 8 Lord Cowley, British Minister to Paris, wrote of the 
Empress in December, I 862: "She now mixes up in every political question 
that arises."'n Napoleon accepted the participation of Eugenie in government 
as this factor would reduce the likelihood that she would reproach him for his 
marital indiscretions. 20 Gradually, Eugenie more and more influenced Napo-
leon in affairs of state. 
Aubry wrote: "She linked the national interests with her own personal 
feelings, her aversions and sympathies; she distrusted Russia, feared Prussia, 
hated the new Italy. She wishes to nurse the entente with England ... and to 
draw Paris and Vienna together, because of her tendency to absolutism and 
the better to defend the Pope against the enterprises of Victor Emanuel." 2 1 
Indeed, from I 86o onward, Eugenic devoted considerable of her activity to 
a defense of the temporal power of the Pope. 22 
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In all of this there is something, if not tragic, at least pitiful, in the sight 
of a beautiful queen compelled by the misfortune in the course of her mar-
riage to find a natural vent in politics and government. Prosper Merimee 
stated that one day at Saint Cloud, he found Eugenie committting the Con-
stitution to memory! 23 · 
At a relatively early date, we find an expression of vvhat became a life-long 
distrust in Eugenie for the United States of America. \iVithin her first year 
as Empress, inN ovember, I 8 53, s!Je declared that Europe must form a league 
against the United States. 24 
Eugenie was linked by ties of close affection with her sister Paquita who 
later became the Duchess of Alba, the ranking · noblewoman of Spain. The 
Duchess died in September, I 86o, and her loss hastened a noticeable change 
in Eugenie. The Empress was now a "woman matured by sorrow" after the 
death of a beloved sister. 25 
Increasingly, the Empress was feared by those who surrounded her. Her 
intimates were perplexed by her changing moods of feeling and did not quite · 
know how to react towards her. 26 Eugenie was unpredictable, as, for example, 
she forbade her guests to offer any gratuities to her servants which was indeed 
an innovation contrary to the customs of the period. 27 
Eugenie possessed great personal courage. She insisted on greeting those 
stricken with cholera at Amiens in I 866. Visiting the sick wards during the 
plague, she stopped at every bed and took the hands of the patients and spoke 
kindly to each. Unquestionably, she gave hope to the despairing victims 
awaiting what must have seemed an almost certain death.28 On another occa-
sion, the Empress visited the smallpox victims at Hospital Sainte-Antoine. 
\iVhen her attendants remonstrated with her because of the great personal risk 
involved, Eugenie commented: "They also suffer."29 
Increasingly, Eugenie was critical of the United States of America and 
what she pronounced was a "pretention de mise1·epublicaine."30 The Empress 
opposed the tendency in Napoleon to become a constitutional sovereign and 
his predilection to surrender more and more authority to the Corps Legislatif. 
Democracy revolted her. 31 
Eugenie may be gauged in her comment: 
"I have always felt a respect for the Bourbons. I don't like the Orleans. They repre-
sent no principle. I believe that it is impossible to reign unless by an immemorial tradi-
tion or by the overwhelming desire of the country."32 
III. To\VARDS INTERVENTION AND CoNQUEST 
"The California Scheme began to take effect."33 
Beginning in December, I 86 I, there occurred an armed European on-
slaught against the Republic of Mexico. A combined Spanish-French-British 
landing at Vera Cruz marked an intervention which continued until mid-
April, I86z, when the British and Spanish forces withdrew. The Imperial 
French troops then mounted an offensive against Mexican republican ele-
ments under the authority of President Benito Juarez. 31 
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Eugenie was heart and soul in sympathy with the French incursion into 
Mexico. The Corps Legislatif voted credits for the Mexican venture after 
Ivl. Rouher, a Minister of Napoleon III and a devotee of Eugenie, describe? 
the Mexican adventure anent the Emperor as the "greatest enterprise of h1s 
reign." La grande pensee aroused intense enthusiasm in Eugenie who was 
active to influence Napoleon to dispatch troops to Mexico.3" 
General Fleury has concluded that Eugenie was the individual who 
planned the Mexican expedition. A factor influencing the Empress was ~er 
notion that a successful Mexican conquest might set a limit to the growmg 
power of the United States of America.30 
The Imperial Forces of Napoleon suffered a defeat at the hands of the 
Mexican troops at Puebla on May 5, r862 (Cinco de Mayo), and Napoleon 
was constrained by public opinion in France to continue military operations 
in order to counteract the set-back at Puebla.37 
Eugenie was inimical to the United States of America although she had 
only the vaguest impressions of American affairs. The Empress criticized 
what she termed the "arrogance" of the United States, and remarked: 
"Sooner or later war will have to be declared on the Americans."38 
In fact, both Napoleon and Eugenic had very casual knowledge of t~e 
rapid progress of events in America after the beginning of hostilities in Apr~l, 
r86r, between the Union and the Confederacy. Eugenie was outspokenm 
her hopes for an ultimate Confederate victory to accommodate her views as 
to the future of Ivlexico. 30 
Lord Cowley wrote to Lord Russell: "vVith regard to American affairs 
there certainly is no sympathy in the Emperor's mind for the North. On the 
contrary, he said that he conceived that the interests of France, and still more 
those of England should counsel them to take part with the South . .. . He 
could not forget the overbearing insolence of the United States Government 
in its days of prosperity and hopes that they might receive a lesson."40 
Napoleon expected to succeed quickly in Mexico and anticipated that .a 
considerable part of the Mexican people would rise in arms to greet and hml 
as liberators the invading European troops. 41 
By contrast, Count Rechberg, Austrian Minister of Foreign Affairs to 
Emperor Franz-Joseph, concluded that eventually the United States of 
America ·would object to the invasion of Ivlexico and later the great North 
American power would act when it was prepared and ready.4 2 
Eugenic's inordinate interest in the Mexican venture is closely tied up with 
her friendship with Prince Metternich, Austrian Minister at Paris, and his 
wife, Princess Pauline Metternich. The couple formed a part of the coterie 
of foreign intimates which surrounded the Empress. In general, the Metter-
nichs, in order to please Eugenie, expressed approval for what she proposed. ~ 3 
As the Mexican scheme developed, Eugenie suggested the Archduke Ferdi-
nand Maximilian of Austria as her candidate as emperor for a throne to be 
created in 1\llexico by the force of European bayonets.44 At first, Metternich, 
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appraised by Eugenic of the Mexican project, seemed to disapprove of her 
vie·ws and avoided any manner of definite commitment.''5 Subsequently, as 
events favored the Mexican adventure, Merternich became more sympathetic 
with the plan. After the fall of Mexico City in June, I863, to the French, 
Eugenic daily discussed developments with the Metternichs and with certain 
Mexican emigres of royalist tendencies in Paris.40 
.Mme. Metternich was in a position to take advantage of the confidence 
placed in her by Eugenic, and definitely was enabled to pass on the Mexican 
invasion plans to the Foreign Ministry at Vienna.'17 Napoleon cautioned 
Eugenic that J\ilme. Metternich flattered the Empress in order to ascertain 
state secrets/8 and probably repeated what she learned for the information of 
the Austrian Government. 49 
The Metternich woman was a most forceful personality. The princess is 
credited with first introducing Wagnerian music in Paris although the initial 
performance of "T annhauser" fell flat and the music of Richard vVagner was 
ill received at that time. 50 
Cowley wrote to Lord Clarendon: "Metternich is completely in the 
ascendant and can make the Emperor through the Empress do very much 
what he pleases."51 
Napoleon was informed on October 9, I 86 I, of Austria's tacit, contingent 
approval of the candidacy of Archduke Maximilian for a throne to be created 
in the New vVorld.52 The Emperor promptly wrote to Count Auguste Fla-
hault, French Minister at London. Count Flahault was to use the letter as a 
means of placing the whole project before the Prime Minister at London. 53 
The Flahault letter is an excellent first hand expose of the factors influenc-
ing the Emperor and Empress in the instance of Mexico. Napoleon discussed 
the common interest which Britain and France had as naval powers in a stable 
government in Mexico. That state might be reestablished as a bm'rier to any 
future enc'l'oachment f'/'0711. N O'l'th A111erica and could become a market for 
trade from preferred European nations. The Emperor declared that he had 
always been interested in J\ilexico, and his sympathy had been aroused by 
Mexico emigres in Paris who discussed with him what they made out to be 
the unhappy condition of their homeland in Central America. The War of 
Secession which now occupied the U. S. A. ·would make it "i1l1possible" for 
that government "to interfere in the matter." There was an excuse for inter-
vention because of the affronts handed out by the Mexican Government. 
Napoleon -vvent on that as soon as an intervention should occur near Vera 
Cruz, a strong monarchical party ·would rise up in Mexico, and in a short 
time a monarchy might result. The name of the Archduke Maximilian was 
mentioned as a result of communications with Vienna, and Napoleon assured 
Flahault that Napoleon was seeking prosperity for Mexico.54 
Eugenic was tremendously gratified by Napoleon's letter which was a bid 
for British support. 55 Despite the appeal from Napoleon to the Prime J\ilin-
ister, public opinion in England was doubtful and cautious as to a Mexican 
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venture. 56 At home, Lord Russell wrote to the Austrian Minister at London: 
"How could a monarchy be set up [in Mexico] in the middle of so many re-
publics?"57 Russell attributed the entire situation to the activities of Eugenie. 58 
The mounting interest of the Empress in the Mexican project made Met-
ternich uneasy. 59 Eugenie was particularly angered at the Spanish withdrawal 
from the intervention in April, I 86 2. The Empress stated that if it came to 
the worst, France would undertake the whole business of carrying on a war 
in Mexico. 60 The attitude of Spain towards the Mexican scheme was always 
unpredictable and at times bordered on the hostile. In mid-I863, Eugenie 
went to Spain to seek to induce Queen Isabella to follow a more friendly 
attitude towards the interests of France in Mexico. The Empress won over 
the Queen to take a disinterested role rather than follow a hostile course.61 
It has been remarked that Eugenie regarded the Mexicans as "defaul~ing 
Spaniards" and bore them a double grudge on account of their revolt agamst 
the Church and their republican form of government. 62 
General F orey commanding the French forces began to move from Puebla 
towards Mexico City in early I863 . Eugenie was overjoyed as she had chaffed 
at the interval of relative inactivity while a French striking force was built 
up in Mexico to mount an offensive against the republican troops. 6 3 
Perkins, perhaps the best qualified American writer, has declared that 
Eugenie had an "immense interest" in the Mexican project.64 In later years, 
Eugenie stated that the Mexican venture first took definite form in Napo-
leon's mind in I 86 I at Biarritz and that the entire notion had emanated from 
hersel£. 65 Regardless of the time element, Eugenie's enemies credited her with 
a major share in bringing about and continuing the war. 66 • 
In the early stages of planning for an intervention in Mexico, 1t w~s 
Napoleon who cast the decisive vote-in response to Eugenie's urging-m 
favor of Maximilian as ruler. Napoleon chose Maximilian in preference to the 
Due d'Aumale or the Due de Montpensier who were available OrleanistS.67 
Maximilian expressed his full approval of the Mexican scheme to Co':lnt 
Rechberg.68 In response Napoleon on July 30, I862, assured Metterm~h 
that Maximilian could entirely depend upon Napoleon. 69 King Leopold 111 
prompting Maximilian to go to Mexico stressed the distractions in tbe U.S . A. 
which would stay the hand of the United States and favor the intervention.70 
Baron Bach, the Austrian Minister at Rome, in January, I862, discussed 
the Mexican project with Pope Pius IX who declared that he "wish~d t~e 
enterprise every success" and blessed Maximilian and Charlotte in "this bnl-
liant but difficult enterprise."71 
In Paris in March, r 864, Maximilian and Charlotte were received with 
imperial honors by Napoleon and Eugenie. It was noticeable that the diplo-
matic representative of the United States of America did not attend any 
functions for Maximilian. 72 
As the scene was being laid for the tragedy to come, Eugenie undertook 
to arouse greater enthusiasm in the Archduchess Charlotte. The two ladies 
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corresponded before and after Maximilian and Charlotte proceeded to 
Mexico. In a letter, June 7, r862, Eugenie wrote of the likely conquest, men-
tioned Almonte, a prominent emigre favored by Napoleon, and made the oft-
quoted comment: "Here we are, thanks be to God, without allies." The letter 
is Exhibit "A" of this writing. 
(To be concluded) 
ExHIBIT "A" 
Letter by Empress Eugenie, June 7, r862, to Archduchess Charlotte, 
Madam: 
Before answering your letter from Brussels I have awaited for the mail 
from Mexico so as to have some news to give Your Imperial Highness. I felt 
great regret at not having made your acquaintance when you were so near us, 
but I understand how impossible it was for us to meet in present circum-
stances. The news is excellent. General Lorencez considers that he is now 
master of the country, having passed the Chiquihuite. News of the adhesions 
of generals and cities reaches us daily, the country is weary of discord and 
dreams of nothing but a stable government which shall give it the power to 
develop itself, and consequently sets all its hopes upon the monarchy. Poor 
General Almonte has suffered greatly of late from the bad faith of General 
Prim and Sir Charles vVyche. The former wanted to work for his own ends, 
and the English commissary encouraged him, knowing quite well that in the 
last resort it would be easy to trick him; but fate has decided otherwise, and 
here we are, thanks be to God, 'Without allies! It is a very significant fact that 
so long as three of us were acting together, not a single Mexican was in favour 
of us, not even Juarez, for whom the treaty, or rather the preliminaries, were 
a triumph; but since our action has been freed from all constraint, the country 
feels safe enough to express its wishes, and all men are grouping themselves 
round Almonte, who, but yesterday an exile, is today the dictator of the 
provinces through which we have just advanced. The next mail will probably 
bring the news of the arrival in Mexico City .... Be assured, Madam, of the 
sentiments with which I am Your Imperial Highness' most affectionate 
(VNA) EuGJiNrE. 
(The Tuileries) 
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o1·igines de !'expedition du Mexique (Riviere, Paris, I939 ). Corley, T. A. B., DenzocTattc 
Despot: a Life of Napoleon III (Potter, New York, I96I ), p. 241. 
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JULIET WELLS BRIER 
Heroine of Death Valley 
By GRACE LEADINGHAM ~' 
CHAPTER II 
In the November issue of the PACIFIC HisTORIAN, Grace Leadingham told the story 
of "Juliet Wells Brier, Heroine of Death Valley," while a member of the most unfortu-
nate overland emigrant party of I849· Now the author goes back to the earlier life of 
this remarkable woman, and in describing her family and the events leading up to the 
decision to join the rush to California, she adds to our understanding of that climactic 
experience in western history. 
Without accepting a recital of facts as an explanation of Juliet's personality, 
we can enumerate some of the influences and events amid which that person-
ality developed. 
Juliet Wells was born-according to family tradition-on "a farm near 
Bennington." The date was April 8, I 8 I 4· Her inheritance was that of a 
pioneer. For more than a century and a half before her birth, her forbears 
had been moving about Massachusetts and Connecticut. Early in the nine-
teenth century, the \Nells family migrated from Colchester, Connecticut, to 
Manchester, Vermont- John, the patriarch of the family; Joseph; the 
younger John, Juliet's father; Lois; vValter; Eliphalet. 
The family seems to have been prosperous and to have enjoyed a certain 
standing in the community. Some of its members were busy buyers and sellers 
of land, and, according to the account-book of one Asa Loveland of Man-
chester, Juliet's father \vas in a position to have furniture made: "To bureau, 
to cherry bedstead, cornice board, teapot handel." A letter written by Juliet's 
brother mentions familiarly Herman Swift, who became a prominent physi-
cian and a member of the state legislature. Juliet's granddaughter reminisces: 
She told me that her parents were very particular about her associates. She had only 
four friends-Martha Purdey, Mehitable Pettibone, and the two daughters of Gov-
ernor Skinner. But Grandma said she always had a leaning toward what was called trash. 
If, in a search for formative influences, we turn to the everyday routines 
of Juliet's girlhood, we find that one outstanding feature was hard work. 
Though the farmer might no longer be under the necessity of clearing the 
trees from his land (and the farmer was still the typical Vermonter), he 
nevertheless was everlastingly picking up and piling stones. He harvested 
with a scythe and threshed with a flail. Quite possibly he had a flock of sheep 
to shear and the wool to clean. Housewives still spun and wove and made 
clothing, quilts and carpets, not to mention soap and candles. They still 
cooked in fireplace and brick oven. (Juliet was five years old at the time the 
first cookstove was manufactured in Vermont.) Women might be called 
upon to milk a cow or two and in any event were responsible for the dairy 
*From the author on Christmas Day: 
"I feel almost guilty about my good fortune-about all I have to complain of is a 
patio full of mud .. . " (Her home is in Village Green, Los Angeles.) 
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work and the care of the poultry. When they rested, they took out their 
knitting. Nor were the children idle. From their earliest years, they weeded, 
hunted eggs, picked berries, brought wood and water. Small girls were taught 
to knit and mend. The toil of Vermont schooled thousands for the still more 
arduous labor of the frontier, and Juliet must have been psychologically 
conditioned by it even if by reason of her physical frailty she was excused 
from the heavier duties. 
Strenuous though Vermont life was, it had .its pleasures. "Bees" of all sorts 
made of burdensome tasks opportunities for jollity. There ·were singing 
schools and sometimes so-called "schools" for dancing. The greater leisure 
of winter gave opportunity for the sports of zero weather, and even in the 
busier seasons, occasions like June Training Day and the Fourth of July 
brought respites from work. And in such a place as Manchester, the young 
Juliet may well have assimilated social patterns accounting at least in part 
for the easy personal relationships of her later life. 
One of the intangibles in a study of Juliet's development is the influence 
of tradition. By the time Juliet was born, Vermont could boast of cozy towns 
surrounded by comfortable countryside; but the old people could remember 
that .it had long been called The Wilderness. Frontiers, in fact, still existed 
within the state, and the idea of confronting untamed nature must have be~n 
commonplace in the ·world of the child Juliet. Not only were there the stones 
of grim pioneer days, but accounts of struggle with the Y or leers, of the 
Revolution and of the recent triumph won with the miraculous fleet V er-
monters had helped to build. Self-reliance was in the air, and persistence 
against odds was regarded as a matter of course. 
There may be significance in the fact that some of the most striking of the 
Vermont legends were about women. Samuel Robinson's wife was alo?-e 
with her children when wolves tried to claw their way .into the cabm. 
Snatching brands from the hearth she flung open the door and waved and 
screamed until the creatures fled. Hannah Hardy, knocked down by a gun 
butt, sprang up and fought so stoutly that the Indians yielded the abduct.ed 
children to her. Widowed Ann Story walked into the primeval forest w1t~1 
her five children to occupy the little farm which her husband, before his 
death, had cleared among the trees. When, during the Revolution, other 
settlers fled to safety, she remained to become a trusted agent of the Green 
Mountain Boys. More vehement still was the ·wife who, when the Battle of 
Bennington impended, scorned her husband's plea of illness and cried, "If 
you don't go, I'll dress in your clothes and go myself!" 
The best clues to the development of Juliet's personality are perhaps to. be 
found in the educational and religious aspects of her early life. Concernmg 
Juliet's education, Hilda Brier says, "She told me she started to school ~t t~e 
age of four years and she received all the education a girl could receive 1?-
those days and in that location." The district schools of Vermont were, typi-
cally, one-room, one-teacher establishments with pupils of all ages. Ho·wever, 
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Juliet's name appears in the catalogue of the famous Bennington Seminary 
under the date of I828. Juliet, enrolled in the "English Course" would have 
studied Spelling, Reading, vVriting, Geography, History, and Mental Arith-
metic. Whether she remained in the Seminary long enough to progress to 
Moral and Intellectual Philosophy, Natural History and Chemistry does not 
appear. 
It may be worthwhile to note that the following paragraph appears in the 
little prospectus of the Seminary: 
We intend to hold out every proper motive to our pupils. We hope it will never be 
found that a parent shall have sent us a modest, amiable child and received at our hand 
an educated tiger. Experience has taught us that pupils may govern themselves ... We 
intend and think it practicable that the school shall be so under the influence of the law 
of love that cases of discipline shall rarely occur. 
During Juliet's formative years, successive waves of religious zeal swept 
the entire state. The tidal crest of the movement came in the Great Revival 
of I 8 3 o-31· It was in I 8 3 I , that Juliet and her brother Hiram became mem-
bers of the lVIanchester Congregational Church. (This was the church to 
which Dr. Ezra Isham belonged-the Dr. Isham who was Juliet's Sunday 
school teacher and physician. It was his ill-fated brother whom Juliet was 
to welcome on the desert.) 
Along with religious feeling, and closely allied to it, came reform move-
ments which stirred the very depths of New England communities. Their 
fervency was certainly one of the noteworthy features of Juliet's early 
environment. vVhen Juliet \VaS ten, Horace Greeley stated the temperance 
objective: Total abstinence from intoxicating liquor. vVhen she was eleven, 
prison reform began to be agitated. When she was fourteen and at school in 
Bennington, William Lloyd Garrison, sojourning in the same town, sent 
forth his first blasts against slavery. By the time she was twenty, a new and 
intense concern for the poor, the blind, the insane had made itself felt. 
Aspects of Juliet's spiritual life emerge from Hilda Brier's reminiscences: 
"Mrs. Brier," she says, "was a deeply religious person . . . She was a great Bible student 
and had a keen mind and memory and could quote scripture by chapters. Was a firm 
believer in prayer"- And again: "She felt one should have a demonstration at conver-
sion. She had (I would rather call it a hypnotic spell) a blackout of some kind." 
During the period of Juliet's childhood and youth, there were secular as 
well as religious excitements. The era of Jackson released great energies in 
"the common people." The opening of the Erie Canal intensified the west-
ward movement, and this in turn had a bearing upon events in Vermont. 
By the I 8 w's the state's prosperity was diminishing. The fertility of t~e 
soil had been impaired, forests ·were d-windling, game and fish were less plenti-
ful. The craze for sheep-raising had had unfortunate effects. Over and above 
all else, a strong population pressure was beginning to be felt as families of 
ten and twelve children grew up and sought to establish themselves. 
Consequently, when in the early r 83o's reports on Michigan became rife, 
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they received eager attention. The region was not, it seemed, one vast bog as 
earlier announced even though sloughs and marshes did abound. The fertility 
of the soil was attested by the wonderful trees. The climate was better than 
that of the eastern states. Southwest Michigan, in particular, was a desirable 
region. There at the edge of the forest lay sheltered meadows and little 
prairies awaiting the settler's plow. The "Michigan fever" became epidemic. 
Apparently, it was in I837 that the Wells clan migrated to the new fron-
tier. Among other bits of evidence is the fact that on April 30 of that year, 
Juliet and her brother received a letter of "general dismissal" from the 
Manchester Congregational Church to a receiving church as yet unknown. 
Pioneer accounts enable us to imagine Juliet's experiences as she approached 
her new home-the progress through park-like vistas among the great trees, 
the carpets of wild flowers, the river banks tangled with wild grapevines and 
berry bushes, the midnight ho·wling of wolves, the ecstatic morning bird-
sang, the swarming gnats and mosquitoes. 
The vVells families established themselves in southwestern Michigan, 
Juliet's father remaining in the township of Mottville and probably in the 
hamlet itself. "The booming town of Mottville," A. M. Beardsley called it 
when talking of his arrival in I 8 33. By I 8 39, it had "two stores, two taverns, 
a physician and a few dwelling-houses." The town lay along the bank of the 
St. Joseph River. \iVhere the Old Sank Trail had led down to the ford and 
into the forest beyond, the Chicago Road, a hundred feet wide, now brought 
the traveler to Hart Stewart's bridge. On each side of the bridge, space had 
been cleared in the shrubbery of the river bank for sheds and landing places, 
and as in other settlements, the great stumps of sacrificed trees marked the 
straggle of cabins. 
Almost certainly, Juliet must have taken up her new life in the typical 
home of the period- a rectangular log cabin with a shake roof, a stick chim-
ney plastered with clay and sand, and a door of split logs with a wooden 
latch. Inside these houses, the fireplace dominated the room. A ladder might 
lead to a loft, and possibly a trap-door in the middle of the floor (hard earth 
or puncheon) might reveal the existence of a cellar-hole. Says Beardsley: 
"Our cabin ... was twenty feet square inside, one and a half stories high and 
had three small rooms. There were ten of us and a hired man. Also visitors." 
In her later years, Juliet spoke of having known early trial and hardship. 
Certainly some of this disciplinary experience must have come to her in 
Michigan. Life in Vermont was demanding, but seventy-five years of labor 
had created a margin of comfort and security. Here, in the western forest, 
a person once again encountered the beginning of the cycle and struggled 
with nature for his very existence. 
Severest effort was the price of a farmstead. First, the great trees had to 
be put out of the way with axe and fire. Then came the "breaking-up" with 
three or four yoke of oxen to drag the plow through the tough soil. Obstinate 
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roots were laboriously hoed out. When the harvest finally came, the farmer, 
for some years still, was to labor with scythe and flail. Long trips to distant 
grist mills might take days of time. Hunting ceased to be a sport when under-
taken perforce as a means of subsistence. The women toiled too, carrying 
on their duties under every imaginable inconvenience. Fire had to be watched 
so that it might never go out entirely. Water had to be lugged from the 
brook. In bad weather game vvas cleaned in the crowded cabin and washing 
dried before the fire. Sewing, usually an evening task, was done by the light 
of a burning rag in a saucer of grease. "vVords cannot convey an accurate 
impression of the labor of those days," testifies Edward Barber. 
Even if the vVellses brought with them some few of the comforts of their 
old home, they could not have escaped the prevailing hard times. Since grist 
mills were scarce, so was flour. Corn and oats were expensive if available at 
all. Potatoes cost $2 .5 0 a bushel plus the trouble of a journey to get them. 
Pork, the mainstay, might be priced as high as $I 8 a barrel and was hard to 
obtain. Salt, sugar, butter, tea and coffee were practically unknown. Cloth-
ing, too, was at a premium. Moreover, the typical pioneer difficulties were 
aggravated by the wildcat banks which were authorized in I 8 3 7. (One bank, 
for example, had cash assets of $34.20 and circulating notes to the amount 
of $20,ooo.) 
The scantiness of the food supply might render actually painful one part 
of the pioneer's initiation, for an enormous appetite suddenly took possession 
of nearly every newcomer. There is plenty of testimony to an almost con-
tinuous craving for food. Another ordeal, rarely escaped, was the ague. The 
patient yawned and stretched, his nails turned blue, chills streaked through 
him and his body shook violently. Then, after a brief return to normal, he 
burned with fever. No certain remedy was known although the panac~a, 
whiskey, and various home decoctions were prescribed. Whole communiues 
might lie helpless, tended only by the few good Samaritans who had recov-
ered or were yet to succumb. In the epidemic of ' 38, we are told, there we:e 
many neighborhoods where no one was able to answer the distress guns 111 
the night. 
The Michigan frontier was isolated from the ripening culture of the 
Atlantic seaboard not only by distance but by the settlers' necessary pre-
occupation with material things. Yet, according to Silliman, there was a 
Ladies' Literary Society in nearly every hamlet in St. Joseph County. Almost 
certainly in such a well-established settlement as Mottville, there was .a 
school. The many New Englanders (who were sometimes resented as a. b1t 
sanctimonious) brought with them their traditional concern for educan~:m. 
If Juliet taught school in Mottville - and family tradition specifies teachmg 
as the occupation of her young womanhood- she would have found the 
general structure, furnishing and curriculum of the school not unlike w?at 
she had known in Vermont. Also familiar would have been the "bees" wh1ch 
spiced the severe toil of log-rolling, sod-breaking and house-raising. Bow-
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ever, there might be a question as to whether the young lady from New 
England entered into the kissing games and the rather primitive diversions 
recorded in some of the reminiscences of the time. 
Juliet, quite possibly, may not have found in iVlottville any formally-
organized religious group to which she might present her credential from the 
Manchester church. There may have been only a handful of the pious (or 
the lonely) coming together in some cabin for a service led by earnest lay-
man or itinerant preacher. Yet we cannot doubt that sooner or later she had 
opportunity to participate in the great religious event of pioneer communi-
ties, the camp-meeting. 
As a region passed out of its very earliest period of settlement and little 
church nuclei formed, the co-operativeness of the frontier often brought 
sects together in this undertaking. \iVith some of the aspects of a social occa-
sion, the camp-meeting nevertheless had a far deeper significance than that 
of a pleasure gathering. It offered the frontiersman release from the tensions 
of mo.notony and heavy labor and to many brought a transcendent emotional 
expenence. 
A camp-meeting was usually advertised weeks in advance. At the 
appointed time, from far and near, saint and sinner alike trooped to the 
forest clearing. A circle of tents and shelters sprang up amidst the great 
trees. Within the circle, logs or crude benches faced the pulpit. When night 
fell, the flicker of campfires and "fire altar" created a mystic background for 
the drama of souls. The usual four days of such a meeting might stretch to a 
week, the atmosphere more electric with each passing hour. From the pulpits 
came warnings ("You are hair-hung over hell!") or tender pleas. A hundred 
voices might join in loud amens. Ardent singers worshipped God in their 
song. The "holy laugh" resounded. A "mourner" might jerk and dance his 
way forward and fall senseless. All mockery gone, a rowdy scoffer might 
find himself prostrate before the altar. Laborers in the vineyard contended 
in prayer that assurance of salvation might be given. 
We can only guess that James Welsh Brier came into .St. Joseph County 
because at some forgotten revival, exhorters were needed to summon sinners 
to the altar. He loved to preach. He was tall, a fraction of an inch under six 
feet, and in manner quick and dominating. His eyes were gray and his hair 
light brown. 
The vital statistics of St. Joseph County record his marriage to Juliet: 
I, Aaron vVoods, an ordained minister of the church and authorized to solemnize 
marriage in the State of Michigan, certify that I joined as husband and wife, James 
Brier of Covington, Indiana, aged twenty-five years and Juliet Wells of Tvlottville, 
Michigan, aged twenty-five years in the presence of E. P. Beecher and Geo. Stanley 
of White Pigeon, Michigan, on the twenty-third day of September, r839, at the house 
of John Wells in Mottville Township, St. Joseph County, in the State of Michigan. 
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CHAPTER III 
Like Juliet, James Brier was born to a pioneer tradition. In I737 his grand-
father had arrived on the Pennsylvania border from northern Ireland, and in 
the intervening century, the family had sought successive frontiers in Ohio 
and Indiana. Plausible guesses may be made as to the influences which formed 
James Brier's personality, but all that can be said with certainty is that he 
came from rugged, roving stock and that the so-called Scotch-Irish (who 
formed a substantial portion of the early Indiana population) were often 
fluent and successful politicians and preachers. 
James Brier has been memorialized by those who did not like him. Hence, 
in attempting to find the real man, it is necessary to seek other, often indirect 
testimony. He seems to have been tactless, idealistic, somewhat impractical, 
honest, courageous, venturesome, more than a little egotistical, tender in his 
own way and strong enough to have raised a bit of the structure of the Old 
West. His ready utterances impressed his friends as eloquence; his critics, as 
bombast. Juliet loved him to the end of her days. At the age of eighty-eight, 
recalling their desperate journey, she ·wrote, "One day more of starvation 
would have ended his life and the affliction ·would have been more than I 
could have borne." 
James Brier was a circuit-rider. The circuit-riders were the pioneers of 
Methodism, braving wilderness and weather, journeying alone through pri-
meval forests and over unmapped prairies. As they traveled, they prepared 
their sermons, and completed their prescribed educational disciplines. Juliet's 
James may have escaped the harshest rigors of his calling but not the con-
tinual pilgrimages. 
The year r 84 I marks the beginning of the Briers' all-but-lifelong wayfar-
ing. Each year found them in a new location, and by I 845, Michigan and 
Indiana had been left behind for booming Iowa. Here the limitless plain 
undulated under an infinite sky- a vista which often greatly affected 
migrants from narro-vver landscapes. By the time James and Juliet reached 
Iowa, their three sons had been born. 
From Maquoketa, Iowa, on February 2 5, I 849, Juliet wrote: 
My dear Brother: 
Little did I think when I received your kind letter that I should be so dilatory in 
answering it-!VIy time has been occupied - ! have been teaching this winter and since 
I closed my term I have been out on the circuit with James - This year has not been so 
prosperous as some but we feel the Lord is with us, James has taken 30 or 40 into the 
church- March 4th I was prevented from finishing my letter and it is now I suppose 
past nine o'clock- There is a very pious old lady that lives with a wicked son in the 
same house with us, who spends as much of her time as possible with me especially 
when I have time to read to her. She has spent this evening in my room but she is an 
agreeable and profitable visitor. I have spent a very pleasant Sabbath James preached 
from the text They that wait on the Lord shall renew their strength, etc. I thought he 
preached as well as I ever heard him. I enjoy his preaching very much and always expect 
to be edified and fed. He preached this afternoon 3 miles west. This evening 2 \12 miles 
. south and as it is now sleeting greatly I think will not return till morning. He has some 
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persecutions as usual but grows in grace and knowledge We are both striving to gain 
a crown an unfading crown and make it the business of our lives. I know that were all 
the gold of Ophir or I might say California at our disposal it could not alone make us 
happy- Our children we are striving to train up in the way they should go- The Cali-
fornia fever is raging all over the circuit- The excitement is great- quite a number are 
going from Maquoketa & it is so much talked of and the minds of the people so much 
engrossed that I shall be glad when the times comes for them to start-My health for 
two or three months has been very good. One of my eye-teeth which was broken off 
troubled me very much & physicians urged me to have some of the old roots extracted 
I thought I could never endure it but was finally persuaded to submit to have the one 
taken. I inhaled ether till devoid of feeling and the root was taken- previous to this-
my whole system was deranged and I felt that I could remain but a little longer. The 
children-talk a great deal about you. I \vish you could see them. You never saw three 
more healthy, rosy & active children. I know not that we shall meet again on earth, but, 
remember me in your prayers always and write to me often. When I get very hungry 
for a letter I take time to write- Your affc. sister 
Julia [sic] W. Brier 
THE PSYCHOLOGY OF A 
LASTING PEACE 
By MALCOLM R. ErsELEN 
The German philosopher Nietzsche once wrote: "Insanity in individuals is 
something rare, but in groups, parties, nations and epochs it is the rule.:' 
Some might be inclined to challenge the accuracy of the first portion of thls 
statement, and it is an ironic fact that Nietzsche himself died insane. Few of 
us, however, who have lived through the last fifty years of human (and often 
inhuman) history would feel inclined to challenge the latter assertion. 
This fifty-year period opened with the assassination of an Austrian arcl~­
duke on the streets of Sarajevo and closed with the assassination of an Amen-
can president on the streets of Dallas. During these five decades, mankind 
traversed an ever-bloody pathway from Verdun to the Argonne Forest, from 
Stalingrad to Omaha Beach, from Pearl Harbor to Hiroshima, and from 
Pusan to the Y alu River. These fifty years produced the absurd posturing 
of a Benito Mussolini, the obscene rantings of an Adolph Hitler, and the 
sardonic brutality of a Joseph Stalin. To be sure, these men are all dead now, 
but the show goes relentlessly on, with their understudies very much onsta~e: 
Mao Tse-tung, the stolid ruler of seven hundred million Chinese; Nik1~a 
Khrushchev, the happy extrovert who with equal aplomb pounded a shoe 1n 
the United Nations and stained the streets of Budapest with patriot blood; 
and Fidel Castro, the bearded one, whom somebody has described as the only 
lunatic who carries his fringe around with him. 
Is it possible, in the light of the foregoing, that our civilization which o~ce 
produced a glorious Age of Rationalism has now stumbled into a shock1n~ . 
Age of Irrationalism? Was Nietzsche right when he asserted that insanity ~s 
indeed the rule in the affairs of men and nations? In an attempt to explore thls 
disquieting possibility, the last four sessions of the Lynnewood Confere~~e 
have been devoted to a study of the psychological aspects of the world cns~s. 
Participating in these discussions were Dr. Melvin Drake, a San J oaqmn 
County psychiatrist, and Professors Edward W . Pohlman, Jay W. Reeve, 
and David K. Bruner, all of the University of the Pacific faculty. Dr. Bruner 
was ably assisted in his presentation by his wife, Catherine Rich Bru~er · 
Approaching the current situation from the varied viewpoints of educauon, 
psychology, and psychiatry, these experts found the present course of events 
grave indeed, but far from hopeless. 
Prof. Edward W. Pohlman, Assistant Professor of Education at Pacific, 
opened the series with a discussion of the intriguing topic, "International 
Insanity." He noted (correctly in the opinion of the present reviewer) that 
we have devoted far too much attention to the ideological aspects of the Cold 
War and not nearly enough to the economic and psychological factors._ 
He reminded the Conference that the psychology of the nation is not too 
different from the psychology of the individual- both are too ready to 
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believe the best about themselves and the worst about their neighbors. Both 
regard themselves as the defenders of the true faith against the "outsider," 
the "foreigner." Moreover, nationalism being what it is, it is not easy for 
men of good will to combat these "preceptive distortions," for thereby they 
lay themselves open to charges of doubtful loyalty and dubious patriotism. 
Often these feelings of fear and suspicion are so widespread that even great 
statesmen have to trim their sails to the blasts of popular prejudice. 
As evidence of the artificiality of many of these national judgments, Prof. 
Pohlman cited the abrupt change which the last quarter century has brought 
in our attitudes toward the people of Germany and Japan: once our mortal 
foes, they are now our trusted friends and beloved allies. He further noted 
that the economic pressures resulting from the "population explosion" had 
already generated considerable international ill-will and that this situation 
was likely to grow worse before it became better. During the question period, 
the speaker was asked whether he felt that these individual and group "hos-
tilities" were an inherent and inescapable aspect of human nature. He replied 
that they were not inherent and inescapable, but that our social and political 
pressures were such that it required unusual intelligence and firmness of char-
acter not to succumb to them. 
Dr. Jay Reeve, Associate Professor of Psychology, addressed himself to 
the topic "Tension and Peace in the Current Scene." In introducing his topic, 
the psychologist reminded the Conference that tension is not necessarily bad; 
that when the absence of tension becomes apathy, too little tension in our 
lives may be just as undesirable as too much. He stated that we must also 
learn to live with the fact that "we are all human, in the sense that within us 
is a persistent irrationality." But this irrationality can be channeled and con-
fined, and we must do this if human society is to survive. He noted that "the 
jungle law of the survival of the fittest is not the only law of life" and that 
many needless tragedies could be avoided by a heightened sense of social 
responsibility. Many of our difficulties on the home front he attributed to a 
false sense of values. For instance, we seem to feel that we can afford to keep 
our slums, but we cannot afford an adequate medical and psychological staff 
to take proper care of the resulting human wreckage. 
Turning to the international scene, Dr. Reeve stated the self-evident truth 
that "we must seek our common purposes with other nations in order to sur-
vive." He saw as one of the hopeful portents for the future the fact that 
"we and the Russians have both recently discovered that we do not care to 
incinerate the earth as an immediate objective." Nevertheless, the situation 
remains precarious and we must explore every avenue that leads to better 
international understanding. In our relations with other nations, we must 
avoid the tendency to think in terms of all-black or all-white. We should 
welcome opportunities to negotiate, for talk releases tensions between nations 
as well as between individuals. Above all, we must not allow the magnitude 
of our problems to immobilize us into personal inactivity. "Our deadliest sin 
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today," says Dr. Reeve, "is to say that there is nothing one person can do." 
Dr. lVlelvin Drake, speaking as a practicing psychiatrist, recalled that there 
had been a time in the not too-distant past when war was held in high repute 
as a quick source of profit and honor to its practitioners. The coming of 
thermoneuclear weapons, however, had made armed conflict no longer "an 
acceptable behavior pattern for mankind." He deplored those extremists on 
both sides of the Cold vVar "who would lead us forth in a desperate, destruc-
tive Holy Crusade" against either Communism or Capitalism. He warned 
that it would be foolish for either side to drive its adversary into so hopeless 
a corner that he would be forced to turn to the "ultimate weapon" as the 
lesser evil. The choice that now confronts us, said Dr. Drake, "may well be 
a question of tolerance and probable survival, or of intolerance and non-
survival." 
Although thus recognizing that the resort to nuclear war was no longer a 
rational policy, the speaker was forced to recognize as a psychiatrist that man 
is not always a rational animal. There remains the ever-present possibility 
that some small group, on either side, under the pressure of some unusual 
stress, might lose their mental or emotional balance, fail to evaluate reality 
correctly, and push the button that could lead to mutual annihilation. Hence 
he concluded that all we can do in the present situation is to trust in God and 
keep our powder dry, to keep ever mindful of our responsibilities to the 
human race and try to avoid bringing lighted matches too near the powder 
keg. 
There was general agreement among all three of the speakers who have 
been cited that we needed to put less emphasis upon the arts of official diplo-
macy and to rely much more on direct people-to-people contacts. Highly 
appropriate, therefore, was the first-person-plural report which David and 
Catherine Bruner made at the November meeting, describing their experi-
ences and impressions during a year's sojourn in Japan. Some college profes-
sors use their sabbatical leave for pleasure travel, or to write a book that 
nobody will read; the Bruners used theirs to serve as emissaries of good will 
to the people of that Japanese city with the unforgettable name- Hiroshima. 
Their mission vvas sponsored by the Pacific Yearly lVleeting of the Society of 
Friends; their assignment was purposely left indefinite; it was merely to make 
themselves helpful in any way that would promote a better understanding 
between the two nations. Living Japanese style, they were able to see behind 
the scenes of the Japanese culture as no casual American tourist could hope 
to do. 
The Bruners found Hiroshima a strictly modern city, almost completely 
rebuilt from that day of catastrophe which marked a turning point in the 
history of the world. Its present population is about 4oo,ooo, of which per-
haps Ioo,ooo are survivors of the giant blast. Although many of the latter 
suffered overt or hidden injuries, they show no particular resentment against 
the United States as a nation, or Americans as individuals. It is not surprising, 
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however, that nowhere in the world is there a more passionate hatred for war, 
or a more deep-rooted yearning for peace. There are in Hiroshima, in addi-
tion to the memorials to the known and unknown dead, a Peace Boulevard, a 
Peace Park, and a Tower of Peace. There is also an Atomic Museum in which 
are preserved the grim mementos of the great disaster. The Memorial Ceno-
taph erected to the known dead in Peace Park bears the hopeful inscription: 
"Repose ye in peace, for the error shall never be repeated." If World War III 
should ever unhappily come, we can be absolutely certain that it will not 
start at Hiroshima. 
These are some of the high spots of the four Lynnewood Conferences 
dealing with the psychological bases for the relaxation of international ten-
sions. Admittedly no major problems vvere solved, no epochal breakthroughs 
were achieved. All of the speakers recognized that there are no quick solu-
tions nor patent panaceas for the world problems that beset us. But they also 
recognized the profound truth that was so well stated by President Kel_l-
nedy in his test-ban broadcast: "A journey of a thousand miles must begm 
·with a single step .... Let us, if we can, step back from the shadows ~f war 
and seek out the way of peace. And if that journey is a thousand miles or 
even more, let history record that we, in this land, at this time, rook the 
first step." 
THE LESSONS OF HISTORY 
By R EGINALD R. STUART 
A memory picture at the "turn of the Century" persists: the high school 
principal in a small mid-western town teaching a class in ancient history. 
During the ensuing weeks each of the great civilizations of the past was 
reviewed: its vigorous, frugal youth; its complacent, pleasure-hunting matu-
rity when family-life broke down, when dishonesty thrived in high places, 
when gluttony and drunkenness became commonplace. Inevitably, there fol-
lowed the bitter, frustrating years when a newer, and more vital civilization 
was taking over. 
Professor Hargrave pointed out the similarity in the life-span of a nation 
and the life of an individual. "Both," said he, "passed through a cycle of 
physical events and moral experiences." Speaking of the seemingly ultimate 
decline, he would say over and over again: "First wicked, then weak." 
To Professor Hargrave, this was a Lesson of History. 
Probably we will all agree that history, as an actuating force, means differ-
ent things to different people. For some it is merely an interesting tale. For 
others, it is a warning, a directing candle in the night, a promise, a command, 
or a hope. For still others, history is a teacher- quiet, resourceful, constant. 
It is this latter aspect about which the Seventeenth Annual History Insti-
tute is primarily concerned. Every session is built around some phase of the 
Lessons of History. Since we are 'vesterners-citizens of the Golden State-
we are of necessity concerned about the Lessons of California History. 
At the banquet Friday evening, the speaker will trace the need of civic 
rejuvenation from the days of the Forty-niners. In a way, "Ghost Towns" 
may be pathetic monuments to the lack of timely "Urban Renewal" during 
a transition period in the history of California. ' iV e are likely to believe that 
Urban Renewal is an entirely new governmental concept. No doubt, we 
shall learn that it is as old as the cities, themselves. 
At the Saturday luncheon, our speaker will discuss the past, present, and 
future of San Francisco Bay. In a broad sense, his subject will include not 
only the Bay proper, but all the valleys which open into San Francis~o. 
In other words, the discussion will be vitally pertinent for much of Caliform.a. 
Here, again, we shall find that the roots of the problem extend far back m 
California history- to the days of the first "windjammers," inland trade 
routes, and particularly, to the era of hydraulic mining. 
We shall find, too, that even earthquake faults are not things which we 
can cover up and forget. vVe cannot dump a thousand yards of unwanted fill 
or a thousand gallons of factory waste into some hidden lagoon or water way 
without some day waking to the fact that nature has delicate compensatory 
hinges which must be kept forever free and clear of man-made debris. Other-
wise, someday an unsightly flaw will develop in the fantastically beautiful 
tiara which is our "San Francisco Bay." 
Now each of these addresses might be handled as a recital of an interest-
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ing development with no reference to its fascinating history, nor concern 
about the future welfare of California. However, we all recognize that the 
beginnings of social problems are quite as important as the events, themselves. 
When we express, as well, concern for their ultimate solution, we are, in fact, 
assuming some of the attributes of statesmanship. 
In the panel discussion during Saturday forenoon's program, three dis-
tinguished California historians will trace political growth and development 
within the State. One speaker will give what he believes to be the contribution 
of non-partisanship forces, the second will give the contributions made by 
the Republican Party, and the third speaker will spell out the contributions 
of the Democratic Party. Conceivably, we shall not agree with the entire 
theses of all the speakers, but the objective ·will, no doubt, be achieved-we 
shall learn something about history in the making. 
At the Jedediah Smith Society Breakfast on Saturday morning, another 
California historian will bring to our attention recent developments in the 
emerging portrait of Jedediah Strong Smith as affected by a recent publica-
tion- The West of William H. Ashley. 
Certainly, the visit at the Pioneer Museum and the Haggin Art Galleries 
should contribute much toward the better understanding of Stockton's role 
in the over-all history of California. It will emphasize a period when the cur-
rent transportation and communication facilities permitted a community to 
work out an individuality of its own. 
Finally, a History Institute is something more than a public forum. It is a 
gathering of friends, the renewal of life-long acquaintances; a happy experi-
ence in a lovely environ of green lawns, blooming flowers, and growing trees. 
It is sufficiently apart from the noisy marts of trade and commerce to permit 
one to forget for the day the clink of parking meters and other distractions 
of modern traffic. Pacific meals are delicious, and our guests are urged not to 
leave gratuities. 
The present year brings new buildings and additional interesting units. 
The Robert E. Burns' Tower, highest structure in the entire area, has become 
something of a locating beacon for much of the Delta. An additional college, 
Covell, a Spanish-language institution, has been added to the Campus since 
last year. Visitors are always welcome. . 
You are personally invited to attend the Seventeenth Annual History Insti-
tute on April 3 and 4· We believe you will find it a delightful experience. 
Send in your rese1'Vation, today. 
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PROGRAM: 
Theme: The Lessons of History 
FRIDAY, APRIL 3RD 
I 2: oo Annual Meeting, Board of Sponsors 
Grace A. Covell, Small Dining Room 
President Robert E. Burns, presiding 
Invocation: Reverend Leon L. Loofbourow 
Report of the Director: Reginald R. Stuart 
Remarks: Dr. Rockwell D. Hunt 
Greetings: Prof. J. Randolph Hutchins 
Discussion 
I: 3 o Registration $I .oo Gold Room (Anderson Social Hall) 
2: oo Quarterly Meeting California State History Commission 
International Room, Anderson Y 
2:30 Conducted Tour, Pioneer Museum and Haggin Galleries 
3:30 Reception and Tea 
Courtesy, Junior \iVomen's Group, the Board of Trustees, and 
Director Fenton Kastner 
5:30 Registration Lobby, Grace A. Covell Hall 
6:45 The Annual Foundation Banquet Grace A. Covell Dining Hall 
President Robert E. Burns, presiding 
Invocation: Dr. Gordon G. Zimmerman 
Introduction and Announcements 
8:oo Music 
8: I 5 j\!Just Redevelop111ent Destroy the Historic Roots of Our Cities? 
Prof. Convin R. Mocine, University of California 
Discussion 
9: I 5 Spring Meeting, Board of Directors vVestern Americana Library 
Conference California Historical Societies 
President Irene Simpson, presiding 
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SATURDAY, APRIL 4TH 
7: 3 o Registration Gold Room (Anderson Social Hall) 
7:45 Jedediah Smith Society Breakfast Anderson North Dining Hall 
President Don Chase, presiding 
Invocation: Reverend Robert Stuart V ogt 
New Data re J edediah Strong Smith, Prof. Glenn vV. Price 
Business Meeting, Election of Officers 
9: 30 The Political Tradition in California Anderson Lecture Hall 
Dr. Raymond Mcllvenna, presiding 
Non-partisanship in California Politics, 1849-1964 
Dr. Clarence F. Mcintosh, Chico State College 
The Republican Party in California, 1856-1964 
Dr. John E. Baur, Historian, Los Angeles County Museum 
The Democratic Party in California, 1849-1964 
Dr. Theodore Grivas, Sonoma State College 
Discussion 
I : oo Annual Foundation Luncheon 
Dr. Malcolm R. Eiselen, presiding 
Invocation: Dr. Philip J. vVogaman 
I: I 5 Announcements: 
Anderson Dining Hall 
The Annual Meeting, Conference of California Historical 
Societies. Miss Irene Simpson, President 
Civil TVa1' Centennial Commission of California 
Lt. Col. 'Villiam L. Shaw, Chairman 
2: oo San Fmncisco Bay -Problems and Prospects 
Frederick G. Styles, Chief Advance Planning Section, 
State Office of Planning 
Discussion 
Parking permits required on Campus before 4: oo P.M. Friday, April 3. 
May be secured in advance by sending self-addressed, stamped envelope to 
the CALIFORNIA HISTORY FOUNDATION. 
No permits required after 4:oo P.JVI. or for Saturday, April 4th. 
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EDITORIAL 
Part II of the Jedediah Smith Bibliography is once more delayed. It will 
appear in the May issue of the PAciFIC HISTORIAN. 
CALIFORNIA MISSIONS TOUR 
For seventeen years the University of the Pacific has sponsored and directed 
tours of the 2 I Spanish and Mexican Missions of Alta California. It has been 
found that the most acceptable time for this delightful excursion is during the 
eight days immediately preceding Easter. This year the bus-load of Mission 
visitors will leave the University of the Pacific on the morning of March 2 I 
and return to Stockton during the afternoon of March 28th. The tour will be 
directed by Professor and J\!lrs. Glenn vV. Price. 
From Stockton to Sonoma to San Diego and return, the tour will include 
all the missions, some of the asistencias, and many other geographical and 
cultural features. Lectures en route by Professor Price and at the missions by 
the Franciscan padres will add to the interest. 
For a brochure and reservations, write to Elliott J. Taylor, Director of 
Tours, University of the Pacific, Stockton 4, California. 
MUSIC FOR THE EXECUTION 
A considerable part of the average run of popular "history" consists in the 
re-telling of well-known stories and accounts. It is not quite plagarism, but 
it partakes of its characteristics. This is particularly unfortunate when an 
untapped source of new and interesting material is usually so close at hand. 
I refer to the public archives-the records of the city and county offices. 
Generally speaking these terse, matter-of-fact records are accurate. At 
least, they are not slanted to present-day concepts of what is proper to say or 
think. They reflect truly the sounds and sights of yesterday. They are. as 
genuine as the red bandana of the pioneer or the red petticoat of his w1fe. 
All this leads up to an interesting book about a section of the Sierra. Early 
Justice in Sono7'a, written by Margaret Hanna Lang, and printed by the 
Mother Lode Press, Sonora, sounds as genuine as two entries quoted from the 
Tuolumne County archives: 
"August I 8, I 8 55 
vVarrant # 3 I 6- Sonora Greys- Music for the Execution- $6o.oo" 
and 
"Bills Passed- E. Messick Coffin for 2 prisoners" 
If you do not have this little book, write the author at Route 3, Box 67 5, 
Sonora, California. 
BOOKS 
Members of the Institute are urged to visit the exhibit at the Book Store in the 
Students Union Building. Here may be seen and purchased many of the 
recent books of our various speakers and several local authors. 
CONTEMPORARY BIOGRAPHY 
Malcolm Rogers Eiselen 
By R. CoKE \iVoon 
Malcolm Eisel en is listed in the University of Pacific catalogue as "Professor 
of History" and this is significant when we consider his biography, for he 
considers himself a teaching historian. His main ambition is to popularize and 
make meaningful history to his students, even though this forces him to limit 
his activities as a research historian. Anyone who has passed through his 
classes at the University of Pacific during the last thirty-seven years will 
agree that he achieves his ambition. He extends great effort to research and 
organizes his courses carefully and then popularizes them by the injection 
of humor in the form of puns and amusing stories. In fact, many of these tid-
bits of humor have become legendary over the years. Undoubtedly many 
social studies teachers in the high schools throughout California, who have 
attended his classes, are using bits of this humor in their classes. The author 
of this article must admit that he has plagarized some of these bits for his own 
social science courses, as he spent four years studying under Dr. Eiselen. 
A full administrative and counseling load has, since 1934 when Dr. Eiselen 
became Chairman of the Department of History and Political Science, kept 
him from finding time for much historical research. His average counseling 
load amounts to over one hundred students. He also has the task of super-
vising eight full-time instructors in his department. Incidentally, we migh~ 
compare this present staff with the two full-time and two part-time staff 
members in r 92 7 when Dr. Eisel en came to the College of Pacific, and realize 
the growth that has occurred under his supervision. Dr. G. A. Werner was 
Chairman of the History Department and Eiselen became the other full-time 
instructor. 
Dr. Eiselen estimates that about 8,ooo students have passed through his 
classes in the thirty-six years he has taught at Pacific. He has had the experi-
ence of teaching many of the sons and daughters of students he had taught 
a generation before. He states he will retire when he begins to receive the 
third generation of students. 
Dr. Eiselen's interest in teaching and scholarship comes to him both by 
heredity and environment. Dr. Frederick Carl Eiselen, his father, was a grad-
uate of Drew Theological Seminary at Madison, New Jersey, and earned 
Doctor of Philosophy degrees from Columbia University and the University 
of Berlin. He was also awarded the honorary degrees of Doctor of Divinity, 
Doctor of Laws, and Doctor of Humane Letters. He served on the staff of 
Garrett Biblical Institute at Evanston, Illinois, for thirty years, including 
eight years as president of the institution. He was a research scholar in the 
field of the Old Testament. Besides writing eight books, he was co-editor of 
the Abingdon Bible Commentary. At the time of his death he was the execu-
tive-secretary of the Board of Education of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 
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Dr. Eiselen's mother, Lillian Robinson Eiselen, was born in Canada, but 
came to the United States and -vvas graduated from the Oswego, New York, 
N onnal School. She taught elementary school for a few years on Long Island 
and at New Rochelle, New York. iVlalcolm also has a younger sister who is a 
teacher in the field of geography at vV ellesley College, Massachusetts. She 
also holds a Ph.D. degree. 
The subject of our biography, Malcolm Rogers Eiselen, was born in 
Philadelphia on September 2 r, 1902. He left the city of Brotherly Love, 
however, at the tender age of six months, when his father obtained the teach-
ing position at Evanston. Malcolm attended the public schools in Evanston, 
with one year at the Evanston Academy, then a branch of Northwestern 
University. At Northwestern he started out with English as his major field, 
but ·when a senior, he switched his major to history, even though in high 
school, history had been his most disliked subject. By the time he had com-
pleted the work for his A.B. degree, he had collected a history major and 
four minors- political science, Latin, education and English. He still defends 
the value of studying Latin for four years in high school and two years at the 
University as an aid in writing English. 
He won many honors and awards as an undergraduate student, as he was 
elected to Phi Beta Kappa in his junior year, and was also elected Phi Delta 
Kappa, honorary education fraternity, and Sigma Chi Delta, journalism 
fraternity. In fact, his sense of humor and skill in writing jokes into his lec-
tures may be traced back to his journalistic activities as an undergraduate. 
He wrote a humorous column for the Daily Northwestern. In his junior year 
he was editor of the student body yearbook, Syllabus, and in his senior year 
became the editor of the monthly student humorous publication, The Purple 
Pan·ot. As an undergraduate, Eiselen joined a local social fraternity called 
the Wranglers. 
Perhaps his most outstanding extra-curricular achievement at Northwest-
ern was in his activity on the swimming team. As a member, he helped the 
team to win two Big Ten championships and one national championship. 
In the national finals, held at Annapolis in 1924, Malcolm took third place in 
the 20o-yard breast stroke. Two members of that Northwestern team made 
the 1924 Olympics team. 
Other undergraduate activities included membership in the senior men's 
honor society, Deru, and service on the student council. 
Eiselen continued his post-graduate studies at Northwestern and achieved 
his M.A. degree in history in 1925. The topic for his master's thesis was 
Franklin's Political Theories. It was later privately published in a limited edi-
tion by William S. Mason, an Evanston business man whose personal collec-
tion of Franklin materials became the nucleus of the great Franklin Library 
at Yale University. 
Further graduate study became possible for Eiselen at the University of 
Pennsylvania, where he was awarded a Harrison Fellowship in History. 
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The topic for his doctoral dissertation was the Rise of Pennsylvania Protec-
tionism. In commenting on the study, Eiselen observed that the sentiment 
for a high protective tariff was stronger in Pennsylvania than in any other 
state. His task was to study the period from the Confederation to 1 86o in 
order to determine the cause of this strong sentiment. He found that this 
protectionist attitude on the part of the voters of the state was due to the 
importance of the coal and steel industries. Eiselen concluded that Pennsyl-
vania voted Republican in r 86o and helped to elect Lincoln for this reason 
and not because of any strong anti-slavery sentiment throughout the state. 
Although Malcolm finished his required residence at the University of 
Pennsylvania in 1927, he did not complete his dissertation until 1931. In the 
meantime he had accepted a position teaching history and political science at 
the College of the Pacific. He had been invited to come to Pacific in the fall 
of 1927 by Dr. Tully C. Knoles who had become ·well acquainted with his 
father through their mutual service on the Board of Education of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church. 
After receiving his doctorate in 193 r, Eiselen spent the summer traveling 
in Europe and visited England, France, Sweden, Switzerland and Germany. 
This was not his first trip abroad, as he had been in Germany in 1908 when 
his father was studying at the University of Berlin. Since he was only six 
years old at this time, however, he feels that this early visit had very little 
impact on his career. 
In response to a question concerning which teachers influenced him the 
most, Dr. Eiselen had some very definite, positive answers. The two profes-
sors who influenced him the most were Dr. Arthur Guy Terry and Dean 
James A. James of Northwestern. He admired Dr. Terry's lecturing tech-
nique in which he emphasized interest and organization, and he feels that he 
has tended to copy him in his own lecturing career. Dean James had studied 
under \:V oodrow \Nilson at Princeton, and his influence on Malcolm caused 
him to become an internationalist in his viewpoint. Dr. James had been his 
major professor ·while he -vvas working for his master's degree, and he recalls 
that Dr. James commented that the first draft of his master's thesis sounded 
a great deal like his writings for The Purple Parrot. 
In the English department it was Dr. Franklin Bliss Snyder, who used a 
"wise-cracking" style of lecturing, who most influenced Dr. Eiselen. Dr. 
Snyder later became president of Northwestern University. Eiselen also 
studied under Dr. P. Orman Ray, co-author of a classic textbook in Ameri-
can government. One of the most rewarding courses he can remember was a 
course in international law from Dr. Kenneth Colegrove. 
Dr. Eiselen married one of his students whom he met first in his United 
States history course in 1927-28. She was Edna Truman of Oakland. Her 
father was a well-known funeral director of Oakland and served on the 
Board of Trustees at the College of the Pacific. Edna received her B.A. 
degree in 1928 and married her favorite professor in 1929. The Eiselens have 
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three children. A daughter, Alice, was born in 1930 and later married Ira 
Wheatley who is now studying at the University of Iowa for his Ph.D. 
degree. There are four grandchildren in this family. Robert was born in 
1932 and Everett in 1934. Robert is employed by a color printing firm in 
Rochester, N. Y., and Everett, who has a Ph.D. degree from Caltech, by 
IBM in San Jose. 
In discussing his teaching career, Dr. Eiselen observed that he came to 
Pacific as an associate professor in 1927, became a full professor in 1933, and 
was made chairman of the Department of History and Political Science in 
I934· He feels that he could be classed as one of the founding fathers of 
Stockton College ·which was organized on the Pacific Campus in 1935. He 
taught part-time on the Stockton College staff for twenty-five years. 
Although he prefers teaching to counseling, it has been necessary for him, 
as chairman, to devote a large portion of his time to this activity. In his 
teaching of American history, Dr. Eiselen has become interested in California 
and Western history, and cooperated in bringing Dr. Rockwell Dennis Hunt 
to Pacific in 1945-46. He actively promoted the organization of the Califor-
nia History Foundation. In order to stimulate interest in international rela-
tions, Malcolm helped to establish the first international relations major. at 
Pacific. The first Pacific student to major in this field of study was D1ck 
Pedersen, vvho is now in charge of political activities for the United Sta~es 
mission to the United Nations Organization. It was under Dr. Eiselen's gmd-
ance that additional courses in Latin American history was offered. These 
courses helped to pave the way for the Covell College with its Spanish cur-
riculum. In his thirty-six years at Pacific, Professor Eiselen has helped to 
increase the size of the department. There are now more than twice the 
number of courses that were offered in history and political science in 192 7 · 
In the 1930'S the department averaged about twenty-five majors. At p:es-
ent, the total, including the inter-departmental international relations n:aJor, 
is about r 30. The graduate department has also grown under his supervlSlon. 
There is an average of three master's degrees granted each year. 
His success as an interesting and popular lecturer at Pacific has resulted 
in many speaking invitations. Dr. Eiselen estimates that he has delivered over 
900 public speeches in his career. In these engagements he presented popular-
ized talks on history and political science. They have included commence-
ment, luncheon, radio and television addresses. For several years he averaged 
over fifty public addresses, usually after a trip or sabbatical leave. He enjop 
best the popular and humorous presentation and has had little interest m 
preparing and in reading research papers. . . 
With such a busy career in teaching, counseling, and public speaking 1t lS 
easy to understand why this historian has had little time for publications. 
However, this phase of historical activity has not been entirely negl~cted. 
Besides publishing both his master thesis and doctoral dissertation, E1selen 
has published about thirty articles in various publications. His article on "Our 
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Martial Mythology" was reprinted by both the Methodist and Presbyterian 
Churches. He has had two articles reprinted in the Reader's Digest-"Pre-
serve, Protect, and Defend" and "The Horseless Carriage." 
Travel has been an important part of the popular professor's study and 
research as an historian. He has visited all fifty states and all but one of the 
National parks. In I 9 58, on his sabbatical leave, he traveled around the world, 
visiting and studying the problems in Southern Europe, the Near East, 
Africa, India, Burma, Hong Kong, the Philippines, and Japan. 
In the summer of I956, Eiselen was a member of the Sherwood Eddy Sem-
inar that visited Europe and interviewed various leaders, including Dictator 
Tito of Yugoslavia. This group was one of the first, after Stalin's death, to 
visit and study conditions in Russia. He has visited forty countries and looks 
forward to trips in Latin America and Australia. These trips have been of 
great professional aid in the organization of courses. After the Sherwood-
Eddy Seminar in I 9 56, he organized his popular course on the "U. S. and the 
U.S.S.R.," using many of the colored slides he collected on the trip. In fact, 
historical photography is his important hobby. He has accumulated over one 
thousand colored slides which have been organized into about twenty differ-
ent lectures for use in his public addresses. Four of these slide lectures have 
been popular during the Civil YVar Centennial years and are shown as a part 
of his course on the "Civil War and Reconstruction." They are "Prelude to 
Conflict," "Blue and Gray," "Battles of the Civil \iVar," and "In the Footsteps 
of Lincoln." 
From his three hundred pictures taken in Russia, without any interference, 
he has three sets for lectures. In his travels, he has visited Congress on several 
occasions, but has never seen the Supreme Court in session. In the name-
dropping category, he says that he has met only one president-President 
Coolidge, in I924, when he was on the National Championship Svvimming 
Team. He has also shaken hands with one king-King Mohammed V of 
Morocco, and one dictator, Tito. 
When asked about his historical philosophy, Dr. Eiselen claims that he is 
still an optimist in spite of much tragic history he has seen in the making. 
He feels the human race is making progress and he has no desire to go back 
to the "good old days." He believes that history goes in cycles from the 
golden ages to the dark ages, but it never repeats itself exactly. 
He believes that on the whole, human relationships are improving, as 
evidenced by the elimination of slavery, progress toward racial equality, and 
the amelioration of other social abuses. He is convinced that the greatest 
problem facing man is to find ways to eliminate the danger of war. He thinks 
we have reached an "equilibrium of terror," and that neither side in the pres-
ent cold war would knowingly go to war. There is always the danger that 
by chance or miscalculation, an atomic war might be precipitated, but he 
dares to believe that this catastrophe to civilization and the human race will 
be avoided. 
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mission orchards. The greatest variety apparently occurred at San Buena-
ventura. Eighteen produce items were grown including in addition to the 
regular staples, indigo, sugar cane, coconuts, and bananas. None of these are 
commercially grown today in Mediterranean climates. Of the crops grown, 
four: wheat, barley, grapes, and olives are the major crops of Spain. Each 
occupied more than two and one-half million acres during I 9 55 .4 Corn, of 
course, is native to the New vVorld and occupies the largest acreage of any 
crop in Mexico. The exotic crops of Ventura were also grown in Spain, the 
Canary Islands, and Mexico. Rice, also an important crop in Spain, was 
reported only from San Carlos ( Carmelo). Land, soil, and ·water conditions 
for its cultivation rarely occur along the coast of California. Two crops 
grown, cotton at San Diego and asparagus near San Francisco, presaged 
important specialty products of a later century. Lemons, oranges, potatoes, 
peas, and various vegetables have become significant in modern California 
agriculture. 
Of great importance, but not here considered, was livestock. In I 8 I I the 
missions reported a total of I95,26I animals of which IO?,I77 were sheep 
and 67,782 cattle. 5 Each mission had its herd. The main uses were as meat 
for local consumption, hides (for leather), tallow, and soap. Hides were an 
important cash "crop" for the missions. 
The agriculture of the California missions was directly influenced by 
various physical factors of the landscape. Of no little importance, however, 
were the objectives and technical abilities of those I 8th century men of the 
cloth. It was they who decided what to plant and how to grow it. They ·were 
operating within the larger framework of the environment as best they were 
able. Their work is still in evidence today. 
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SOLDIERS WESTWARD 
Where Are Their Own Stories? 
By MARY GENEVA BLOOM 
Many young men in the r 87o's joined the Army of the United States in order 
to fight in the Indian wars of the \iV est. \iVithout their stories our American 
history of the vV est is incomplete. These men as individuals were as much a 
part of our history as were trappers, traders, gold seekers, and homesteaders. 
Like those adventurers, these army men moved westward for personal reasons 
in situations of hazard. They responded to an opportunity to go through a 
vast and dangerous territory for a purpose. Moreover, some, at least, of these 
men assuredly felt an emotion of patriotism in their undertaking. They were 
answering an urgent appeal for recruits. \ Vas there in some of them the qual-
ity of greatness? vVho knows? 
The \iV ar Between the States was over. People were moving westward. 
Indians were making a last desperate effort to keep the land free. Settlers were 
equally determined to live on the land. More and more frequently came 
reports of Indian massacres. The Government needed men to strengthen old 
regiments and form new ones. Both east and west of the Mississippi, men 
enlisted. 
These few paragraphs have no bearing upon the right or wrong of sub-
duing the Indians, nor upon the justification of using a military force to 
protect the people ·who interfered with the free range of the red men. They 
are written, rather, in regret of a seeming absence of letters and journals writ-
ten by the soldiers. Officers, to be sure, determined the conduct of men and 
the movement of armies-and their accounts may be read; but the soldiers 
were also responsible for this final strong action in making the vV est reason-
ably safe for settlers. They made national history, some details of which were 
for a long time not generally known- for reasons of state. 
To appreciate the appeal for soldiers at that time, one needs to recall a 
situation and its background. At some time before the Mexican \iV ar the 
Mexican Government had permitted citizens of the United States to go into 
Texas, and later had invited Americans to help settle this wide region- which 
invitation the Americans accepted. After Texas became a state of the Union, 
military forts (actually only small garrisons) were established by the United 
States Government; and more people went vvestward to live in the Lone Star 
State. Then came the War Between the States. Many Texans joined the 
Confederacy, and destroyed some of the forts (as did also the Indians)· 
Some of the Federal forces withdrew from Texas for a time to augment the 
armies east of the lVIississippi River. Many Texans did the same- those on 
both sides of the conflict. This, however, did not leave Texas free from 
Mrss MARY GENEVA BLooM, formerly an instructor of history in Stockton College, has 
been an assistant of the California History Foundation during the past eight years. She 
is also the editor of The Hazelton Letters, published in 1958. 
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warfare. Because of strong Confederate activity there, Union forces even 
from California went into the state. 
Indians had long been a problem to Texans. Now they vvere becoming 
extremely hostile. Forts were rebuilt and new ones added. But the establish-
ment of companies and regiments was slow. Report made to officials in the 
East often was not received with adequate appreciation of serious import. 
The situation became crucial. A call for recruits was answered by young men 
from city, village, and farm. 
Texas was not the only state of alarm in the seventies. But it serves to point 
up the troublous time. Forts stretched east from El Paso to San Antonio; 
from San Antonio, south to the Mexican border, northeast to Fort Sill, and 
east to Fort Croghan, near Austin. Yet these forts were few in number for 
that awesome expanse of Indian occupied land. It took a decade to make 
Texas reasonably safe for the lives of settlers and of Indians. The defeat of 
General Custer in Dakota had repercussions in Texas; for the Eighth Cav-
alry, in part at least, had been alerted to march to the relief of the Seventh 
should they be needed. In the five years following the tragedy of the Seventh, 
Government and military action ended the need for some of the garrisons. 
And some recruits, their terms ended, went home, wiser, one can assume, 
for a knowledge of the West, of Indians, of the war in its various implica-
tions, and of a soldier's life. 
But what have they told us? One can read about the building of the forts-
the architecture, the layout, the terrain, along with some of the general prob-
lems of health in the localities. Books by the generals and about the generals 
have been published. Many histories are available, in which one can read of 
the multitudinous complications (ably presented) in.regard to Government, 
army, tribes, reservations, free land, settlers, Indian agents, scouts, good men, 
bad men, obedient, disobedient, et cetera, et cetera. And there is more of 
truth to be uncovered, one may assume, and to be assimilated by wise men 
who can see the past with the eyes of the Indians, the settlers, the army, and 
the Government, and who can reflect upon those men and those events with 
minds of the present. 
Only a few letters, presumably, among those of the Indian fighters will 
flash import to the historian. Others may be interesting in the facts and 
impressions they present. Is this not true of the writing by men in the Gold 
Rush and by soldiers in the Civil War-now published for all to read? 
In these three periods: (I) the rush to California for gold (following some 
social instability after the Mexican vV ar, and a minor depression) ; ( 2) the 
war to save the states as one nation, or to save the rights of the states as 
states; and ( 3) the war to end Indian warfare in the vVest (during and follow-
ing a depression)- each a period of internal excitement, when participation 
in the action involved personal risk; men took the risk according to the time, 
the place, and their own identity with life. 
From South Pass (I 8 50) Henry writes: " . . . There has been an immense 
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sight of sickness and death amongst the emigration since leaving Laramie. 
We have had tolerable good luck so far and I think we shall get along very 
well ... a great many cattle and horses have died." From Chattanooga (I 864) 
\Vill writes: "East Tennessee is pretty well cleaned of Rebels now, with a 
fair prospect of our holding our own ... vVar makes its marks through the 
country, generally sparing neither friend nor foe ... You who sit quietly by 
your pleasant Northern fireside know little about the horror of this Rebel-
lion ... " From Camp Supply (I 874) Ivan (eighteen years old) writes: ''I was 
going to Red River with a supply train when we were attacked at the 
Canadian River by about soo Indians. \Ve fought them for 5 miles when we 
were surrounded and compelled to corral the wagons ... We fought them 
three days and two nights without any water ... "Are these excerpts (from 
unpublished letters) not similar? 
"This country has been made by ... the men in the ranks ... Our his-
tories should tell us more of the men in the ranks, for it was to them, more 
than to the Generals, that we were indebted for our military victories." So 
spoke Governor Franklin D. Roosevelt.* The Indian fighters, by and large, 
must have been as articulate as the earlier men of action. In their old age some 
of them organized and many joined the National Indian vVar Veterans, and 
in remembrance lived again their frontier years. They talked of forays, expe-
ditions, and unla·wful crossings (by command) into foreign territory; about 
their officers, and about Custer and Reno; about Geronimo and other hostiles. 
Occasionally one had a bit of his experiences put into print in the organ of 
their association. But these were recollections. Did any of these men keep 
diaries of those decisive years of the seventies and eighties? Can their letters 
written from the areas of action be found and published? This writer does 
not have the answer, but feels that the answer may be brought forth by 
experienced historians of the American vV est. 
*Quoted in "Yesteryears," December, 1963. 
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(To be concluded) 
GOLD RUSH LETTERS 
By HARRIET STEELE 
(Copied from an old Letter Book) 
The following letters were written by Harriet Steele, the great grandmother 
of Ernest C. Howard of Lodi. J\!Ir. Howard first learned of their existence in 
the fall of 193 r. This intriguing notice came to him from a law firm in San 
Francisco: 
"We ... are writing to you in regard to the estate of Elizabeth Letitia 
Steele. vVe have received a communication from New York representatives 
of English counsel that the estate of Elizabeth Letitia Steele is being probated 
there and that her estate has been left to her uncles and aunts and their 
. " ISSUe •.•. 
This letter became the motif for much delving into family records, visits 
to early California cemeteries, and even a trip to England by Mr. Howard. 
Probate costs depleted the small estate and probably the most valuable por-
tion which the heirs received was a package of old letters of which the 
following are a part. It is believed they are some·what unusual for the follow-
ing reasons. The writer had an English, rather than an American background 
which is reflected in household terms, currency, and spelling-particularly 
in the use, or misuse, of "h" as an initial sound in numerous words. Then, too, 
as overland immigrants to California, they paused midway for the winter 
months and immediately found remunerative employment. Finally, this fam-
ily met stark tragedy enroute, for two children, Mary and George, died in 
quarantine in New York harbor. However, no direct mention of these chil-
dren is made in these letters. 
The letters are reproduced here as they appeared in an old "Letter Book," 
part of the estate. Evidently, they had been copied by several different per-
sons and the spelling, punctuation, and capitalization are extremely interest-
ing, albeit inconsistent. The letters follow: U h V 11 S 6th/ ta a ey ept. 2 52 
Dear Sisters and Children 
We arived here five weeks ago all well and have had a very prosperous jour-
ney considering the loss of life and property others have met with. We were 
eleven weeks on the road owing to us loosing too of our horses the one lamed 
himself by getting his leg through Elm creek bridge and the other got fast in 
a mud hole seeking for water when we got up in the morning we saw him 
and has soon as we had breakfasted and were going to start we found him 
dead the first died three hundred miles on the journey and we bought an 
old horse off a emigrant for 30 dollars and the other died about 6oo miles and 
a emigrant that was travelling in company with us (for me to doctor his wife 
she was in the family way 7 months gone and had got 2 of the worst gathered 
breasts I ever saw) lent his horse to bring us here and they went on to 
California Mrs Smith1 was much better but still it was very wrong of her 
to go on has she could have staid here comfortable through the winter she 
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was under I 7 years and was married at I 5 there was many births on the 
road. The first three hundred miles we had plenty of grass and water and 
good road the next 2 hundred miles plenty of water less grass and the roads 
not quite so good five hundred miles arived at Fort Larimie about a dozen 
houses Blacksmith shop and store, flour I o dollars per hundred horse nails a 
dozen the road after we left Fort Larimie vvas very rough we had to go 
over very steep rocky hills for one hundred miles after that it was better 
till we came on this side the rocky mountains it was very pretty through 
the mountains it is a valley from five to twenty miles wide 30 miles long 
the highest place we came over in the rocky mountians I740 feee above the 
level of the sea on this side the mountain we came one day 34 miles without 
water besides what we carried with us and no grass we met with very little 
grass the last 200 miles except what growed on the river bottoms We trav-
elled 200 miles before we came to Larimie without wood we used dry stalk 
of weeds and Buffalo chips (dung) We travelied 6so miles by the side of 
the river Platte it was I mile wide when we came but sometimes it is I 2 
miles wide in places we forded a good many rivers and got through them 
pretty ·well but we got stuck in crossing the South fork of the Platte and the 
horses broke a Iron thing on the pole that they draw by but John felt about 
in the water and found them and another man put his horses on and John 
carried me to a sand bar and part of the luggage and then they got the wag-
gon3 to the sand bar and loaded again and went half a mile down the sand 
bar and then turned accross the principal part of the river to land These 
rivers have quicksand bottoms this was the best ford on this river I heard 
of a man going through the lower ford and he got in so deep that the wagg:on 
box got off the wheels and went sailing down the river but he got to the side 
took of [ f] his clothes and swam to the waggon his wife and three children 
had got on the top of the waggon cover and he took his wife off to shore and 
then fetched his children all s::tfe they crossed a few days after us but the 
green river I oo miles from here is worse than that to cross for the last I oo 
miles the road has been betvveen and over high mountians we came down 
one Kanyon 2 2 miles long and just room at the bottom for a road and a br~ok 
which we crossed about 20 times and then we came over a mountian 4 miles 
up it, it is qoo feet high and the place we are in now is the most sublime 
grand I ever saw it is a level peice of land 20 miles wide I should think and 
how long I do not know we are 36 miles from the great Salt lake northwest 
of us and 20 from Utah lake south this place is surrounded by snow topped 
mountians we are camped on the river that runs from Utah to Salt lake 
the day we came into the valley Mr. Neff a miller engaged Jane'1 to work for 
them and John5 and George6 to cut hay for him in a field of five hundred 
acres at I Yz dollars a day and board ourselves it is I 2 miles from Mr. Neffs 
we brought our waggon and pitched our tent on the river bank we have 
beautiful salmon trout in the river they say some weigh 9 lb but I have 
took out one with rod and line that weighed above 3 lb about 20 inches long 
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we have got 39 head of cattle bearding for IVlr. Neff and 3 of the cows give 
milk so I have plenty of milk and butter and fish John will have 6s a day 
till the .first of October and then he offers him 2 5 dollars a month till the .first 
of April to herd cattle up here through the winter we have got the mason 
and carpenter putting up a house in the middle of the .field for us to live in 
it is 6 months since I sat at a table but I feel just as happy as if I was in a 
carpeted room George ·works for Mr. Neff 2 weeks and then when the 
horses had rested he went to work on a thrashing Machine for 3 bushels of 
Wheat a day and the horses and himself boarded he has just brought in 
40 Bushels I think to get Johnny7 a place to ·work in a store this winter if 
I can Jane is much pleased with her place and it will be Thomas's8 ·work to 
.fish and learn his books we intend starting from here in the spring either to 
Oregon or to California but I should like you to ·write and direct post office 
Oregon city, Oregon T eritory American V esels sail from California to 
Oregon in 70 hours there is Io thousand Mormons came into the valley 
this season from England and the states I will send you a paper or two if I 
can there is a mail starts out the I st od every month the city is % miles 
square if you get a paper let Mr. Crowther and Mr. IVlolinew read it we 
shall have Ioo head of stock here to mind the price of Cows 30 to 40 
dollars Butter I 9 cheese 7 to I o suggar 2 tea 8 soap 2 Candles 2 
Wheat I dollar 3/2 Flour per cwt I could get for Millers Corduroy 6 
per yard and very poor. no wood in the valley all fetched from the moun-
tians wood to burn Io dollars per cord vve have plenty without buying 
boards 40 dollars per thousand foot we think to lay out all our money in 
oxen and cows, and then the cows will give us milk and draw like oxen 
there was scarce a ox team on the road but what had I or 2 yoke of cows in, 
and they say they draw better than oxen. it is the belief of many people there 
is has much Gold here has in California there is balsom fir trees on the 
mountains 4 foot through, there comes a great many brooks out of the moun-
tains and the marmons turn the water over the land to irigate their crops of 
wheat and every thing else they get from 40 to 7 5 bushels of \iVheat per 
acre and Melons larger than a half peck they draw them by waggon loads 
to the city and sell them to the emigrants has they pass through, there is a 
great many emigrants pass through, it is but 39 miles round we got short 
of provisions was the reason we came through, we have a great many grizzly 
bears in the mountains some wey two thousand pounds they are as large 
as an ox plenty of wolves a kind of lion, deers, antelopes, horses, rabbits 
2 kind of pheasants and beaver in the valley. sometimes I think I shall get 
rich and see you all again. Give my love to Betsey and Harriert0 and tell B to 
write a line in your next it would be a consolation to me tell her I hope 
she is as good a girl as when I left I should very much like to see the 
children. I suppose Harriet is something like Johny he is rather weakly 
and grows very tall and works hard, my eyesight was getting very bad before 
I started but on the road I was very ill with the and I took some sulphar 
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and cream of tartar to cure them and it has made my eyes so good that I can 
thread my needles without glasses you take some three times a day in jam. 
Can you read it the wind blows my fire and paper about I am writing 
out of doors by fire light. Remember me kindly to all inquiring friends and 
axcept the same yourself from your ever affectionate Sister 
d . Harriet Steele Wens ay mght 7 o clock 
Dear Sister Utah Valley March 29th I853 
vV e shall be on the road again for California tomorrow morning if all 
is well. We have got through the winter pretty comfortably considering 
Georges behaviour. at the time of our starting from vVisconsin George owed 
us I40 dollers, and he had had his board and washing most of the time he has 
been in America. Jhon did not like to leave him behind in Wisconsin he 
agreed with Jhon to help one another through, and then devide what was left. 
Jhon had got 300 dollars in money, and Pork, Bedding, tent, and every other 
fixing for an overland journey; George had 2 ponies and 2 old horses, and a 
little new waggon that ought to be mine (for I gave my new waggon to pay 
one of his debts or else he must have stayed;) We had the misfortune to lose 
the two old horses and when ·we came here we agreed to all work and get 
another team, but the day after I wrote to you he started to the Mill to fetch 
a grist, and he told the Miller and Jane that he was going to California, and 
we have never seen or heard anything of him since but let him be where he 
will he would have a poor chance of preserving his life. it has been a very 
severe winter here and very little work to be done, and at California there 
has been great scarcity of food, flour I dollar per lb, and on the road he would 
meet with obstructions. There are 3 mails start from here the first of every 
month, they have several times had to return when they have got 40 or 50 
miles. George took the 2 ponies the New waggon all the bags \Ve had, and 
his own clothes. I rejoice very much that we happened to stay at Salt Lake 
Valley, and that we happened to get a job for the Winter for there are a 
great many in a very distressed condition. Jane went to Mr. Neffs the day 
after we came in and has been there ever since at 5/ a week a[nd] Jhon got 
6/ a day, from the middle of August, till the first of October and from Oct. 
till April2 5 2 5 dollars a month and we have got every thing very comfortable 
for the journey, we have 2 yoke of Oxen, and a strong new waggon for 6o 
dollars, worth 2 oo in California. vV e bought a pig for I o dollars, and fatted 
him to about I o score, it is worth 40 cents per lb now and none in the town 
to be got, was I not fortunate in buying my pig, and we have 6oo of flour and 
a little chopped wheat for the Oxen to eat on the desert, and I have still 
another great comfort and that is we are going with Mr. Manerk, and, I 
beleive he wont leave us behind on the road, if our oxen any of them give 
out. Mr. Frederick Manerka is a German, he went to California in / 49 and 
worked in the mines some at first, but he has now a farm, and he started from 
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Cal- to the states the Ist of Feby and got to New York the last day of 
Feby and then he came up through the states and bought up cattle and 
brought his Brother and 4 other Germans with him to this valley and they 
have wintered on the other side the river and been our only neighbours 
they have Ioo head of stock 2 horses 82 waggons when he went into cal-
he had only 7 s cents and a yoke of oxen it is fortunate for us to have such 
an adviser he says a strong waggon is worth 200 dollars and light ones very 
triffiing Early was selling Io cents a pound fat oxen about 200 dollars 
cows from I so to 200 each fire-wood he gave I6 dollars a cord and they 
could bring 2 load a day I should expect we shall get to California by the 
latter end of June if we have good luck in getting over the goose creek 
mountains they are about I so miles from here we start this early to get 
across Bear river before the water comes down from the Mountains then 
we shall have to camp for a week or two till the snow is gone off the Goose 
creak Mountains so that we may go over with safety. We shall have plenty 
of company there are I soo persons some mormans and the rest emegrants 
that have wintered here there is I shop in the town kept by Holliday & 
\;varner they are sending a drove of Cattle to California of I I 3 head, it is 
usual here for the shopkeepers to buy up at a very cheap rate say 7 dollars 
per head the lame or poor Cattle from emigrants that are passing through, 
and then pay 2 cents per day to a heardsman till the next spring, and then 
they are in good order to send to California. a store keeper gets rich soon. 
I have been thinking I shall see Jane and lvlabel in California, Jhon says as 
soon as he gets enough money, he will come over to see you all and fetch 
the children, and any of the rest of our family that ·wish to come. \iV e all 
want to hear from you and I hope you will write to Sacramento post offi~e 
as soon as you receive this for it is our intention of setling in California m 
preference to Oregon for this reason California is the market for Oregon, 
and the Indians are not so troublesome, and if we had taken up land last year 
as a county grant, we could not have sold it again till we had made improve-
ments to the amount of 6ooo dollars and there was no land to be given after 
last November.11 I have been told I can get a fortune by raising Chickens12 
and selling eggs at I think I dollar per dozen, and growing melons for the 
Yankees will buy a melon in preference to a pair of shoes. Dear Betsy1 3 yo.u 
would laugh sometimes to hear tales there is about Mormans14 and theu 
numerious wives Brigham young has 4S wives and one day he saw a nice 
little boy in the street and he said to him whose son are you and he replie~ 
Brig hams Sir so you see they dont know their own Children B Young lS 
their president one man said he had 52 children under 2 years and a ha~f 
old if any young woman or widow wishes to have any man to have he lS 
obliged to have her but they wont allow no woman to have but one man but 
she may be sealed to any living or dead man for a husband for the next world 
for the purpose of procreating spirits. Clothing is very dear here; I have sold 
all of mine that I can spare and John has sold his spade for a little more than a 
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sovereign. Sugar is 40 cents; shoes & boots from 5 to 8 dollars a pair. In one 
instance I heard of a man giving I 7 bushels of wheat for a pair Now give 
my love to all my old acquaintance and tell them I summoned resolution to 
face the deep waters and I have not repented coming this far. for it will be 
putting a fortune in the children's hands at once. Give my love to Betsy & 
Harriet and tell them I long to see them and you Tell me in your next if you 
would not like to come to California to spend the remainder of your days 
with me & the children. Give my love to Bartle & Martha Mabel & Robert; 
I should think Mary & Kate do not ·want my love or they would write. 
I often think of Mabel and am sorry 
Your ever affectionate Sister 
Harriet Steele. 
Dear Sister Prarie City
1 5 Augst 28th/53 
vVe arrived in California on the 24 of June and spent 2 weeks in looking 
about us and then fixed upon this place it was a new place only 6 weeks old 
·when we came and it is quite a little town now it is a mining district the 
works are carried on by a small canal of water that is brought on by a water 
company that bring it from the American river and they charge the miners 
I dollar per inch per day that is what runs through one's inch hole. They 
have many ways of washing the Gold one way they put the dirt into a Mille 
pan and wash it, another they have a cradle to wash the dirt and a tom and a 
long range of troughs that they shovel the dirt in and the water runs through 
and washes the dirt. Mining is very hard ·work if they can get 2 cents to a 
bucket of dirt it is considered good diggings. \iV e have got up a house I 5 feet 
by I 8 the walls and roof are covered with white drilling and we shall get 
it covered with shakes against winter and the floor finished laying John 
has made bedstead and a soft bed for Jane 6 the boys1 7 sleep in the waggon 
chest till we have put up a back kitchen and a bed room the bedsteads here 
are called Bunks. 
Sept I I th I wrote two letters from Salt Lakes to you requesting you to 
·write to Sacramento Post office but I have not received one yet I want to 
hear from you and the children1 8 very hadley. I like this country very well 
we have plenty to do and pretty good pay for it but payments are not so 
high here [as] they have been When John1 9 ·works out by the day he gets 
4 dollars and J ohny20 Yz dollars T ommy21 has a cradle and goes any ·where 
ever he thinks there is gold the men take a pleasure in encouraging little 
boys Jane as been at work the last 7 weeks and as earned 7 3 dollars her 
wages is I o and I I dollars a week and I do a little vvashing I get 3 dollars a 
dozen or 2 5 cents for each shirt there is no sewing done here shirts 
trousers and every thing is made before it is sent to California there is no 
work here except to wash and cook for the miners I think I shall be able to 
board 6 or 8 men after a while they all board out when winter comes on, 
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at present ·while it is fine they live in pairs and board them selves in small 
houses made with drilling, last winter board was as high has I 2 dollars a week 
the price of Flour was 50 dollars per hundred they pay for board in this 
city at present 8 dollars per week. They drink coffee and tea night and 
morning but no beer at dinner time I should enjoy a glass of your ale very 
much if I had it Wearing apparel is cheap but eatables rather dear but we 
can get any thing vve want here for money we get fresh peaches and other 
fruit sent in bottles there is any Quanties of empty bottles lying about here 
fresh beef 2 5 cents per lb Bacon and ham 2 5 cents Flour I o cents Sugar I 5 
cents dried apples and peaches 2 5 cents rice I o cents Potatoes 4 cents a lb 
Early 2 Yz cents Hay 4 cents it can be bought in the Sacramento V ally 
where it grows for I cent per lb but there is the expence of Squaring it in a 
baling Machine and packing it neatly up with the cords and the teamsters get 
I cent a pound for drawing it up here a distance of 20 miles Johney gets 
sometimes four or five dollars a day in shifting minors tools from one par 
of the mines to an other. and John had of awling boards from Hangtown22 
he bought one thousand and fifty feet and was not quite three days away. 
and he got twenty seven dollars it was twenty six miles to that saw mill 
we have some three miles off but the timber his not so good as the mountain 
timber we saw some trees that were six feet through and an immence 
height the whole of the Siera Nevada Mountains is well timbered with pine 
ceder and red wood. the wood down here is cheifly oak it is used for noth-
ing but fireing vVe had to give 6 and 7 cents a foot for the timber that built 
our house Milk is the dearest thing we buy here it is 2 5 cents a quart 
Jane is going to lend me her money to buy a cow there is a two year Old 
heifer and calf I can get for 6o dollars the Calf is 3 months Old but very 
poor but I think I can make him some gruel and raise [it] by the laws of 
Americans a girl is of age at I 8 and her parents cannot receive her wages 
without her leave3 · Jane is coming home to day to stay a week to rest her 
and make some more clothes for they work very hard when they are living 
out she goes there before sunrise and does not come home till nine at night. 
Jane gives I 8 cents per yard for prints and I 2 cents of good unbleached 
calocion but thread is very dear If any of you come over bring a supply 
with you and I think what you gave me will last me till Christmas I had a 
peice of gold in my hand the other day that was a little over half a pound 
there is great quanties of miners here at this place and they say there is more 
families here than at any other town they have been at. Jane as been liveing 
at the National Hotel her work was to make the pies and cakes and wait at 
Table and wash the best dishes &c they keep a man cook and the house is 
owned by Doctor Bagley and Mr. White it is all partnership here. Inn case 
you did not receive my letters from Salt Lake I must tell you that we crossed 
the Mosoure river and entred the Indians Possessions on the 26 day of May 
I 8 52 and on the third day we had the waggon stopped by 5 young Indians 
and we unthinkly gave them bread and Indian corn which gives Indians the 
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Idea that we were cowards and they became more ferocious and held the 
horses heads belonging to the foremost waggon George; shook the reins 
and got them loose and gave them to Jane and she drove on and I drove the 
other waggon after her and John got his gun and threatened to shoot them 
if they molested us again they were very bold and opened their breast and 
said shoot shoot George was armed with a small pitchfork that we had got 
along we very imprudently vvere traveling alone and had not gone more 
then a mile when we met a big indian with a drawn sword we put our 
horses to the gallop and he held on to the side of the waggon has long has 
he could but we out went him when we had gone a few miles farther the 
sun was going and we could see between and the horizon persons walking 
about a mile or two a head of us well we did not know what to do we 
were afraid it was Indians but after going a little farther we could see the 
white topped waggons and we got up to them and encamped with them in 
safty there ought at least to be from 20 to 30 waggons in a train to cross the 
Pawnies Indians they inhabit the platte river it is a mile wide muddy 
and shallow we travelled 300 miles up it a great many died of Cholera 
then we got to fort Larimie among the Sioux Indians they are very friendly 
but the road was rough and hilly till we got to the rocky mountians and then 
it was very good we cross in a level valley from 5 to 2 o miles wide after 
crossing we began to get short of water in places whear we crossed little 
desserts and some of the rivers were wide and deep especially green river 
150 miles from salt Lake and then we had some smart mountains to go over 
to Salt Lake where we arrived on the 15 of August John got work there 
the day after we got there it was to cut and stack hay at Yz dollars per day 
till the first of October and then he got 2 5 dollars a month to herd cattle till 
the first of April and then we started again in company with Mr. Manecke 
that was taking a Drove of Cows and oxen to California he lend us a yoke 
of cattle to help us along and as much mille as we wanted and Jane baked the 
bread for him and his men Mr. M waggon and our joined in a company 
with another train which made r8 waggons and we got here safe and our 
cattle in very good condition but I can tell you it was whet work to take the 
waggons through some of the rivers and creakes some of the men would 
have to stand for more than two hours up to there hips in water to guide the 
teams as they came in and keep them in shallow water one waggon got 
turned over in the water there was a woman very near her confinement 
and two children there was no damage done only provisions spoiled a little. 
People learn a new nature25 in coming here when any mishap happens they 
all lend a helping hand, for the last roo miles it is the crossing the Siera Navad 
Mountains one of the Mountains was very steep it rose one foot in three 
for a mile and the boulder stones were a yard high and the road very ziggag 
it took them all day to get up two waggons with r6 oxen to each waggon 
when we got to the top we rested a day and then had as much trouble to go 
down again there was the big stones to get over and a narrow road wound 
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the point of the Mountain where if you got off you would be dashed to 
perpendicular into a foaming stream belo·w it was the beginning of the 
American river and when we got to the bottom and indeed all the way down 
there was no earth nothing but flat granite at the bottom very slippery 
and when they ford the river it runs with shuch rapidity over the smooth 
granite when the snow is melting that neither man or horse can stand our 
men saw a man try to cross a suply mule but he had no sooner got his four 
feet in the water than he was took of his legs and carried down the stream 
but a man had got a lariet or long rope to him and he run it round a stone 
and saved him. Our men made a bridge with some trees that were growing 
close by and two of our men staid two days and took toll and devided the 
money with those that helped to make the bridge and then some more men 
came and made a better bridge and our men they got about 24 dollars 
the men tied the rope to the waggon tonge and pulled them through the ford. 
George went of from Salt Lake and took the two remaining horses (we 
had lost two on the road) a new spring waggon all our bags, but he left us 
30 Bushels of vVheat instead and told Jane he was going the Southern route 
to California After he was gone we got 2 yoke of Cattle and a good new 
strong waggon 6 cwt of Flour and other fixing for California one of our 
oxen is lame which prevents John from hauling with them there is plenty 
of that sort of work to do now for the ground is like quick sand in the winter 
I want to hear wether John and Jane are in this country for I was expecting 
they would start to give me the meeting I would advise Mable and Robert 
to come if they dont like the mines there is capital land in the vally that grows 
wild oats and grass a yard high nothing to pay for it till the land comes into 
Market I expect J ohny will take up a ranch of 1 6o acres and take in cattle 
and horses to pay. Please give my love to the children mary Cate Mable 
Robert Baitte and Martha Jane and John Benjm Miss Weave Mr. 
Crouth Mrs. Hill Mrs Trizzer and Family and all inquiring friends and be 
sure tell any that feel inclined to come here to get a through ticket that is a 
ticket to clear you over the isthmus and all the -vvay to California and come 
in the winter and start from London. You would not know me if you were 
to see me I have not wore stays or a cap the last 3 years my hair was cut 
off on board the Ship and I still wear it in a crop it curls naturaly behind 
and is pretty grey. and I have lost all my under teeth there is very few 
elderly women wear caps and most of them wear a necklace send me a 
good receipt for making ginger beer it sells at 2 5 cents the half Pint Bottle 
H Steele 
NOTES 
1. The fate of pregnant women on the Overland Journey to California remains an 
untold saga of Gold Rush days. 
2. South Pass. 
3· English spelling. 
4· Jane, the eldest daughter. 
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5. John Steele, the writer's husband. 
6. George Whittall, an uncle of Elizabeth Letitia Steele, who was then living with 
the John Steele family . 
7. Her eldest son. 
8. Her younger son. 
9· The writer reverts to English currency. 
I o. Betsey and Harriet were two daughters of the writer who had remained in Eng-
land. 
I I. Mrs. Steele is writing about the Donation Land Claims of Oregon. 
I2. Several million other people who came to California during the years have had 
like dreams. 
I 3. Her daughter who remained in England. 
I4. Concocting tales about the Mormons was a favorite pastime of California immi-
grants. 
15. Prairie City, located south of Folsom. 
I6. Her daughter. 
I 7. Johnny and Thomas. 
I8. Her daughters who remained in England. 
I9. Her husband. 
20. Her son. 
2 1. Her younger son. 
22. Early name of Placerville. 
23 . The writer explains why she goes through the formality of "borrowing" from 
her daughter. 
24. George Whittall who then lived with the Steeles. 
2 5. Brotherhood is recognized by everyone. 
HOLD-UP OF THE 
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED 
By RoBERT A. BAKER* 
YVhen the crack Golden State Lim,ited pulled out of the Union Station on the 
afternoon of September I 6, I 9 I 6, little did we know that we were in for a 
wild west adventure. R. M. Collier was clerk in charge and I was second clerk 
on the run between El Paso, Texas, and Los Angeles, California. It was some 
8 I4 miles, the longest mail run in the United States. Our sixty-foot-long, all-
steel car was next to the engine tender. 
Leaving El Paso the Limited runs over the E. P. and S. W. tracks to Benson, 
Arizona, then over the Southern Pacific Line to Los Angeles. Through New 
Mexico the line skirts the Mexican border for many miles, an ideal place for 
a hold-up, as the country is sparsely settled and the towns are few and far 
between. It is a fascinating country of wide open spaces, lonely buttes, cattle, 
coyotes, and cacti. 
The afternoon was hot as we crossed the Rio Grande River and headed 
west. About dusk we stopped at Rodeo, New Mexico, for engine water and 
as we pulled out no one noticed four men climb onto the blind, which is 
between the engine tender and the forward end of the mail car, a favorite 
place for hobos to ride. It later turned out that one was a professional hobo, 
one a young soldier A.W.O.L. and the other two were bandits. 
A few miles out of Rodeo near the Arizona-New Mexico line, the engineer 
saw a bonfire near the tracks and about the same time he felt a jab in his side. 
He was ordered to stop at the fire. The nvo bandits had crawled over the 
tender, unnoticed by the engineer and fireman and now had them covered 
with guns. 
When the train stopped, we heard voices outside and then there was a shot. 
Collier said, "It may be a hold-up!" and as he stepped to the open door 
another shot rang out. Just as he jumped back a bullet grazed his stomach and 
tore a hole in the roof of our car. We switched off the lights and bolted 
the doors. 
There were loud voices outside and a few more shots as the head brakeman 
carne running up to see what was going on, and he was covered by a gun and 
relieved of his watch. He was then ordered to uncouple the mail, baggage, 
and express cars from the coaches and then we began to move ahead slowly. 
\Ve knew we were in for real trouble. These were desperate men, masked, 
well armed, and out for a big haul. 
It was during this brief ride of about two miles that we hit upon a plan to 
save the registered mail. If it should work, that would be good, but if it 
shouldn't we might wind up in the hospital or worse. The Limited carries lots 
of valuable mail, big bundles of currency for the banks and mines in Bisbee, 
Douglas, and Tucson in Arizona and for the West Coast. 
*The author, a retired railway mail clerk, was a rancher for many years in Tulare 
County. His home is now in Escondido, California. 
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We dumped the registered pouches and distributed the contents in the 
paper rack, behind the bins, and under the worktable, being careful that all 
was out of sight. We knew, too, that if they came into the car we would have 
to give them something. So we left three thin registered letters on the work-
table. We then turned off the lights and waited. We felt fairly safe in the dark 
steel car. 
Soon we came to a stop. We heard loud voices and pistol shots. It was full 
moon and we could see the train crew lined up with their hands in the air, 
with one of the bandits covering them with a gun. Two other bandits had 
been waiting here with four horses tied to the fence. 
Suddenly there was a loud explosion in the car behind and more pistol shots 
and much shouting. We knew they were blasting the safe in the express car. 
If they were going to use explosives, perhaps we were not so safe after all in 
our steel car. Then came another explosion and another, punctuated with an 
occasional shot. Next came pounding on the mail car door and a voice saying, 
"Open up!" We agreed we had better open up or they might blow up the 
car. We climbed out and lined up with the others, our hands held high. 
It must have been a strange sight to see seven of us lined up there in the 
moonlight with our hands up, while looking into the business end of a ·45 . 
Suddenly one of the bandits came up to me and said, "You, mail clerk, get 
in the car and give me the registered mail!" He gave me a shove with his gun 
and I climbed into the car, he right behind me, prodding me with his gun. 
I was ordered to turn on the lights and then to give him the registered mail. 
At that instant I trumped up an explanation for the thin package of three 
letters. I told him that this train left Chicago on Sunday and that he should 
know that no registers were ever sent on Sunday. I pointed to the thin pack-
age of letters on the work table. He poked me in the stomach saying he would 
kill me if I was lying. Quickly he grabbed the thin package of letters, stuck 
them in his blouse and ordered me out of the car and to get back in line with 
the others. 
Just then one of the bandits, who had been waiting with the horses, came 
running up and said, "Hurry! Let's go!" And with this they made a dash for 
their horses and galloped away towards Mexico. 
\iV e ran back to the coaches and there we found the conductor and pas-
sengers in great excitement. One woman had fainted when she heard it was 
a hold-up. 
The express messenger had been in the dining car when we made the first 
stop and it was lucky that he was. The express car was a shambles, crates 
strewn around, the big safe door askew but not open. They had been using 
nitroglycerine on it. The irony of it was that they had been working on the 
wrong safe. The large safe was used for storage of less valuable items. All the 
money and things of value were in the smaller portable safe. Had they con-
centrated on the latter the outcome might have been quite different. 
After picking up the coaches, the train proceeded on to Douglas where the 
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hold-up was reported. Soon the sheriff's posse and railroad detectives were 
on the trail. They found the three discarded letters, one containing a lodge 
emblem, and the other two receipted bills. You can imagine their disgust and 
anger at this discovery! All they had to show for the job was the brakeman's 
watch- just another case of crime does not pay. 
An abandoned shack turned out to be headquarters for the gang. In it was 
found evidence that later led to the bandits' arrest in Kansas and Oklahoma. 
The notorious Joe Davis was the leader and the other two arrested were Jeff 
Spurlock and Buck Berthoff. All had long criminal records of bank robbery 
and similar crimes. To my knowledge the fourth man was never caught. 
During the trial a bit of drama came when the bailiff brought in a bottle of 
nitroglycerine found in the hideaway shack. Had the bandits brought this 
along they might have succeeded in blowing up the big safe. The judge cau-
tioned that care be taken in handling the bottle for, as he put it, "It could 
blow the court to kingdom come." Everyone was relieved when it was 
removed from the room. 
Davis and Spurlock drew sixty-five-year sentences in Federal Prison at 
Leavenworth, Kansas, Berthoff turned state's witness and drew a lighter 
stretch. Collier and I received letters of commendation from Postmaster Gen-
eral Burlson for our part in saving the mail. And so ended the last of the truly 
"Wild \Nest" robberies of the Southwest. 
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